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High schools drop ranks
by Cyndy Liedtke
staffwriter
Several high schools in Northern Virginia have done
away with a key statistic in terms of college or university
admission.
For nine Fairfax County high schools, senior rankings
will no longer be computed or sent to colleges as
consideration for admission.
"From our point of view, class rank was
disadvantaging some of our students at some of the
colleges," said Dolores Bohen, Fairfax County Public
Schools assistant superintendent for communication.
"We want colleges to look at the whole student."
Two weeks ago. Lake Braddock and Robinson
secondary schools were granted permission by the
Fairfax County School Board to end the practice of
ranking students by grade-point averages and to not send
such ranks with transcripts to colleges.
The two schools joined Thomas Jefferson High
School for Science and Technology, and West
Springfield, McLean, Langley, Woodson, Madison, and
Marshall high schools in eliminating the measure.
According to Alan Cerveny, JMU director of
admissions, typically 33 percent of the freshman class
comes from Fairfax County each year.
Cerveny said while JMU prefers schools use class
rank, admissions will have to place more emphasis on
GPA, Scholastic Aptitude Test scores and program of
study for students at schools that do not use rank.
"My feeling is that the schools that don't provide us
with class rank are asking us to make better decisions
with less information," Cerveny said.
He added that the JMU admissions staff will make
sure to be fair and consistent with students from schools
that do not rank students.
Bohen said class rank can be very misleading in
competitive schools. In some schools, students with a 4.0
grade-point average can be ranked SO or lower in their
class.
She said that Jefferson, a competitive science and
technology school, never had rankings, and this
concerned other schools. The school draws students from
other high schools in Northern Virginia who are
especially talented in math or the sciences.
A task force recommended rather than eliminating

class rank at all 23 county high schools, individual
schools should be allowed to ask the school board for
permission to end rankings, provided they meet certain
guidelines.
These guidelines include having considerable support
from students, parents and faculty in the individual
school community.
Richard E. Crowley, director of guidance at Robinson,
said eliminating class rank forces colleges to look at the
whole student and not just at three numbers — GPA,
SAT score and class rank.
Crowley said at a school like Robinson, 91 percent of
graduates go to college and students with very
respectable GPAs can be in the lower half of a
graduating class.
"We want to put our kids on equal footing," Crowley
said.
West Springfield has not used class rank since last
December. Director of Guidance Shirley Bloomquist,
who was part of e. national survey about class rankings
with George Mason University, said 75 seniors
interviewed from the first class affected by the rank
change responded 100 percent in favor of the change.
"The students said it eliminated unnecessary
competition and kept them from being identified as a
number," Bloomquist said. "They were very positive
about the decision."
Bloomquist added that many students at West
Springfield have SAT scores of more than 1,000 and can
still rank in the lower half of the class with a GPA of 3.0.
Eliminating rank has a positive impact on students in the
middle of the class, she said
Gary Jones, Fairfax County school board chairman,
said the county hasn't received any negative reaction
from colleges, especially state schools, about the
decision to eliminate rank at certain schools. He said
each class that graduates without rank is being analyzed
for any negative reaction.
According to Jones, the county saw many colleges
placing a lot of emphasis on rank, while some very
competitive students with 3.6 GPAs are ranked only in
the top third of their class, as opposed to a smaller
fraction.
"By not having class rank, students will not be
penalized by being in a very competitive school," Jones
said.

ERICA BLEEG

Writers Harvest
JMU English Professor Philip Tabakow reads
his poem, 'The Maybe Messenger* at
Tuesday's fundraiser for the 'Share our
Strength' program to help feed the homeless.

However, Jones does not expect any more schools to
eliminate the rankings.
South Lakes and Oakton high schools are now
considering getting rid of class rank at their schools.
Both are going through the process of finding out if there
is sufficient community support to do so.
Leslie Sue Betterman, director of pupil services at
South Lakes, said the school is waiting to see whether
the schools that currently do not use rankings are
affected in the college admission process. The school is
also speaking to colleges to see if providing class rank
makes a difference.
"We want to be fair to students and give them every
opportunity to be presented in the best light possible,"
Betterman said.

Grads prove successful with recognition for unique accomplishments
by Drew vanEssebtyn & Lisa Denny
stqff writers
G rad wins Virginia pageant title

A 1992 JMU graduate won the Miss
Virginia USA pageant this past Sunday.
Former JMU SGA President Pat
Southall took home the crown and quit her
job in the governor's office the next day.
Southall said she is leaving today for
travel around the state and across the
country to make mandatory appearances
for the state as a representative of the
pageant
The competition is a preliminary for the
1994 Miss USA pageant to be held on

February 11 in Texas.
From now until February, Southall said
she will be "doing a lot of working out and
keeping up on current events." She said
that as the representative for Virginia, she
needs to be educated on a wide variety of
topics in order to best represent the state.
While at JMU, Southall was crowned
Ms. Madison in 1990, elected SGA
president for 1991-92, and a member of
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority. She also was
voted the Outstanding Student Leader for
1991-92, and she chaired the Martin
Luther King, Jr. commemorative
committee in 1991.
She labeled her experience at JMU as
great
"I got all that I could out of JMU,"

Southall said. "The people that I met and
the people I was touched by helped make
me the person I am today."
Randy Mitchell, director of student
activities and SGA adviser, worked with
Southall while she was SGA president
"She was involved in a number of
activities, and she was recognized not only
as a leader but as a student that
represented everything that was good
about JMU," Mitchell said. "She's an
incredible young woman."
Grad wins big money for right
questions

A college diploma may make you a
winner sooner than you think.

For 1990 JMU graduate Matt
Seelinger, it was worth $5,201 Monday as
he won on the television game show
"Jeopardy!" And on Tuesday Seelinger
didn't win money but he did pick up a
week-long Dip to St. Thomas in the Virgin
Islands.
Seelinger, who received a B.S. in
history, went through tryouts twice in
Atlantic City this summer, and was called
late in June by "Jeopardy!" to tape the
shows at the beginning of August
Seelinger was victorious the first night
but lost the second night, and said the
next-best thing to winning was going to
California.
GRADS page 2
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Physics students study in Russia for exchange program
by Jason Hart
contributing writer
As most JMU students were starting a
new semester last January, two students
were discovering physics, friends and a
new view of life in Russia.
Senior Elizabeth Crisfield and 1993
graduate John Fennel studied physics at
St. Petersburg University in Peterhof,
Russia, as part of a new exchange program
offered by JMU.
The program, offered by the Physics
Department, lets students from Russia to
study here while the JMU students live in
Peterhof, the site of the science campus
for St. Petersburg University.
Unlike most study abroad programs, the
program to Russia involves a student
exchange. After lengthy discussions
beginning in October 1991 between the
Russian school and JMU, the program was
created and first offered last semester.
Kent Moore, physics department head,
said, "This program offers an excellent
opportunity to study at a world-class
university and see what a different country
is like, particularly one that is different
from Western culture."
Moore and Lev Basov, professor of
physics at St. Petersburg University,
Worked together to develop the program.
The program centers around studies in
science and is open for any science or
math major. Fennel and Crisfield were
chosen for the program after they
expressed interest to Moore when he
announced the program last year.
"I didn't know what to expect at first,
but it turned out to be a great experience,"
Crisfield said.
While Fennel and Crisfield were
studying science and learning Russian
culture, Yurri Tsyganenko and Sasha
Volya, both from Russia, came to JMU.
Here, the Russian students studied
physics, mathematics and computer
science. While in Russia, Crisfield and
Fennel took three physics classes, a
Russian culture study program and a tutor
for the Russian language.
As the first JMU students to study in
Russia through this program. Fennel and
Crisfield didn't know what to expect.
Crisfield said Russian schools were
very different compared with those in
America. In Russia, being a college
student is "more like a job," she said,
noting that they get paid to attend school
and spend a full day in classes.
Russian students don't have to worry
about tuition and housing is free, Crisfield
said. Students get a stipend every month
for going to school and classes usually last
eight hours a day.
They found the language barrier was
not much of a problem.

Crisfield said almost everyone they
came into contact with spoke English, and
they had a Russian escort whenever they
went out.
"People would just hear us talking on
the street and they would just come up and
introduce themselves," Crisfield said.
"They wanted to practice speaking
English. Within about a month, we had the
language down enough to get by wherever
we went"
Despite one semester of Russian at
JMU, Crisfield and Fennel's Russian
professors individually taught them.
Within their Russian culture
curriculum. Fennel and Crisfield visited
national monuments and museums to get a
better understanding of Russia.
On these trips, the students kept a
journal of their experiences during a threePHOTO COURTESY OF ELIZABETH CWSHELD
day tour of the Russian capital, Moscow.
Aside from academics, Crisfield
noticed that a Russian student's social life
is "pretty much the same" as in America. 1993 graduate John Fennel and senior Elizabeth Crisfield studied physic* in the
With a new understanding of Russian St. Petersburg University in Peterhof last semester as part of new program.
culture, Crisfield said she gained a new
perspective of America.
"Americans can't understand the
Russian people because of how we've
continued from page 1
Monopoly, capitalizes on different
grown up," Crisfield said.
After years of living under a
aspects of collegiate life. The players
As for Alex Trebek?
can learn about each university featured
Communist system, Russian people are
"He's a pompous ass," Seelinger
by touring the board's campus
trying to attain the "American Dream,"
said. "I'd been warned about him, but
Crisfield said. But she added that the
buildings, bars and restaurants.
he really was a jerk about everything.
Russians who purchase Western goods
Players win when the other
He didn't even talk to me after the
aren't helping to establish a permanent
competitors have exhausted their funds
show the night I won."
for further education. The goal is to
capitalist system because it is "just a quick
Seelinger was involved with College
fix. Capitalism won't work [in Russia],"
Bowl, a a university level trivia obtain the most degrees, and therefore
become more financially successful.
Crisfield said.
competition, while at JMU, and he said
The attractions were put together by
She said she realized how much
that experience "helped a whole lot."
the individual schools and Marenick &
Americans emphasize material wealth. "I
Seelinger said he had watched
had a harder time coming home than going
Bloom Productions compiled them.
"Jeopardy!" and saw former opponents
The colleges and universities on the
there. It changed my views on
from his College Bowl days. In fact,
game board include JMU, George
everything."
Seelinger competed against the winner
Mason University, Old Dominion
Junior Ehren Mcelfresh will go to
of the "Jeopardy!" college tournament
Russia next spring to pursue his physics
University, Virginia Tech, Radford
two years ago in a College Bowl.
and philosophy majors.
University, University of Virginia and
Seelinger is now a civilian employee
University of Richmond. Marenick's
He considers this an "oppurtunity of a
of the United States Air Force and
lifetime" to "learn more about another
selections were based on his
works in the Office of Legislative
culture for a better learning experience."
perceptions of the "most visible"
Liaison at the Pentagon.
To cover the cost of the program.
schools in the state.
Fennel and Crisfield's normal tuition and
The game has been on sale for about
JMU grad turns game maker,
room and board fees are used for the
two weeks in the JMU Bookstore for
passes go
Russian students' tuition and housing,
$24.95.
Moore said. The remainder of the Russian
"The game is doing very well across
When players of a new board game
students' costs, such as health insurance,
the state," Marenick said. "If things
land on Rugby Road or Bluestone
were paid from a JMU stipend they
Drive, they may as well pay a JMU continue to go as well as they're going,
received for working with Dr. Kevin
we look toward expansion to other
alumnus the rent
Giovanetti, JMU professor of physics, in
The newly released board game
stales."
his research of particle acceleration.
Marenick received his B.S. in
"Virginia Universitopoly" was
Fennel and Crisfield's costs to study at
computer science from JMU in 1987
developed and produced by a Mike
Peterhof were covered by SL Petersburg
and is now an executive for the
Marenick, a 1987 JMU graduate.
University. JMU students did pay for their
Associated Press in New York City.
"Most Virginia students have a sense
own transportation costs, Moore said.
He is also the president and coof pride in their school and we wanted
Math and science majors are
owner of a small communications
to capture that feeling," Marenick said.
encouraged to apply, call the physics
company.
The game, a take-off from
department for more information.
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News
Variety show takes center stage again
by Brandon Hess
contributing writer
With calls of " five seconds!" and "cue
talent!" the JMU cable show "Hey U!"
kicked off its semester yesterday at 3 p.m.
The totally student-run and produced
TV show began its second season with
intentions of having a show different than
its past two semesters. And their debut
show was just that— different.
"We wanted a college focus but also
wanted to encompass music, theatre and
dance from outside the campus," said
senior Tracy Wong, executive producer.
The desired change has brought about a
much longer entertainment section for this
semester called "Center Stage," hosted by
senior Scott Gilbert.
This year's set has been redesigned, and
resembles an off-campus apartment. A
new segment called "Voices" has also
been added.
The "Voices" segment, hosted by senior
Channa Brooks, was developed because
the producers "wanted to add more
controversy or 'hot* issues to the 30
minute show," said Technical Director
Stephanie Day.
Director Ben Nicolls felt that the show
"had some rough edges, but everyone
pulled together to make a good show."
Now that one show is down the crew will
be producing nine more to finish out the

semester. Will the next nine be less
difficult? Not necessarily.
Being on the air live is not as easy as
senior hosts Brian Field and Julie Bragg
make it look. "It is a totally different
feeling being on the air live than the two
o'clock rehearsal," Field said. "The
adrenalin is a great feeling."
On the whole, the crew felt the show
went well. Day said the show "met and
exceeded expectations."
Nicolls said one of the show's goals
was to be "belter" than WHSV,
Harrisonburg's local TV station. The cast
and crew say they've met that goal.
"Hey U"'s advisers, Dr. Marilou
Johnson and Robert Starr, oversee the
crew. "We basically offer suggestions,"
Starr said.
According to Starr the JMU Video
Network began about 10 years ago. Mass
communication students would produce
tapes and show them in the campus
center. Then, when cable was installed,
they began to broadcast to the campus.
Now the show's viewing area has
expanded to the surrounding area.
Channel 14 WAZT picked up the show
and will now broadcast it at 8 p.m. on
Sundays across Warner Cable.
MELISSA CAMPBELLL
"Hey U!" can be seen live every
Wednesday at 3 p.m., and again at 5,7,9, Hey Ul anchorpersons Julie Bragg and Brian Field adjust their microphone* in
and 11 p.m. every day on JMU cable preparation for the premiere show that aired live Wednesday afternoon. Hey Ul is a
channel 43.

Grand opening celebration
of Taylor Halll slated today
with ribbon tying, cutting

student-run news and feature show which is broadcast out of Harrison Hail.

JMU recycling efforts develop
more completely after humble start

byMkhdkKitt

by Karen Brewer

contributing miter

contributing writer

Taylor Hall, the $8.1 million addition to the
campus center, will celebrate its grand opening for
the next 10 days with a ribbon-joining ceremony,
building tours and other events.
Several events rave been planned from Oct 7-16
to familiarize students with the building.
An 18-roember committee made up of students,
faculty and staff began planning the event in
February. Iris Zimmerman, assistant director of
student activities, is chairwoman of the committee.
"We really wanted student involvement because
this is the students' center, and that's one thing we
really wanted to focus on, the students," she said.
Some of the highlights of the grand opening
include the ribbon joining ceremony, photos with the
Duke< Dog, a show by The Madisonians and tours
through Taylor Hall.
The ribbon-joining ceremony takes a nontraditional approach. Everyone will be given a piece
of ribbon to tie with the person next to them, joining
a huge ribbon connecting Warren HaB and Taylor
Hall.
"You are a part of it, actually making that history
by joining the two buildings," Zimmerman said. AJI
students are invited to attend and participate in the
ceremony.
The hall will Officially Open Thursday at 3 p.m.
Student Ambassadors will be on each floor guiding
student tours. Tours will be given Thursday and

From humble campus beginnings five years ago, the
JMU recycling efforts have hit full stride, even if some
students feel others don't use the program well.
Students involved with EARTH, the JMU
environmental group, began a small campus recycling
project in 1988 in which they collected and transported
recyclable items from the Village and Hillside dorms to
Dave's Recycling Center on Route 42.
Because the students were working on their own, only
aluminum cans were collected. But by 1991, the project
had become too large for students to handle themselves
and the university took over the project.
Student volunteers were replaced with university
employees and trucks were provided by University
Facilities Management
In April 1992, a recycling coordinator position was
established and a budget was given to the program.
According to Marilyn Ramos, JMU recycling
coordinator. President Ronald Carrier passed a
mandatory recycling policy in September 1992 which
required recycling in residence halls and campus offices.
This was in response to a mandatory recycling standard
in Virginia.
But sophomore Tare Reightler said, "I don't think
many people recycle. After weekends of partying, people
just throw their cans away instead of recycling them.
"Our suite recycles all tile time. Personally, we do a
tot with it, but I don't think our building does. I think
[the recycling facilities] should be more accessible,"
Reightler said.
Freshman Rich Prisinzano said, "As far as I know, I

TAY10R page 11

think it's non-existent in my dorm. It's such a hassle to
go down to the trash room. It'd be easier if recycling bins
were on the floors."
About 20 tons of material were gathered from campus
last month to be recycled The amount of non-recyclable
trash muted in with this material was about 400 pounds.
Since December 1991, trash recycling on campus has
increased from 3.3 percent to 8.1 percent.
According to Meki Shifflett of the Harrisonburg
Recycling Center, the center recycles from 85 to 100
tons monthly with recyclables coming from city
residents and JMU.
As of August 31, the center has delivered 7,295
recycling bins to the Harrisonburg area since the project
began in 1990. Shifflett said more than 50 percent of the
city is recycling.
In 1991, the JMU project expanded to include all
dorms and administrative buildings and accepted glass,
plastic, newspaper, paper, cardboard, aluminum and old
phone books.
The JMU recycling center picks up materials Monday
through Friday. Recyclables from residence halls are
picked up two or three times a week and from
administrative buildings one or two times a week.
Ramos is trying to gel a recycling pick-up once a
week for Greek Row.
Because the volume of cans was too "overwhelming"
after the passage of the Virginia keg law, Greek Row
was dropped from the recycling route by the previous
coordinator, according to Ramos.
Kegs are still used on Greek Row, she added.
Ramos, who has been coordinator for two months,
RECYCLING page 11
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OVER 250,000 NEW, CURRENT BOOKS
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Last Weekend Until December!
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* Old book barn open this weekend also -this will be our LAST old book sale *
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World News
Yeltsin fires officials, sets up curfew,
uses censorship to control opposition
NEWSFILE
China conducts nuclear test
BEUING — China on Tuesday conducted
its first underground nuclear test in a year,
causing international protests and an
announcement by
the Clinton
administration that it will begin
preparations for a possible U.S.
resumption of tests next year.
The Chinese government said that
developing nuclear weapons was "entirely
for the purpose of self defense" and that
testing would end after acceptance of a
comprehensive test-ban treaty.
President Clinton called for this ban. A
written statement by the While House said
the administration "deeply regrets" the
test, urging China to refrain from others.
According to the Verification
Technology Information Center, the
explosion was at 10 a.m. Beijing time and
estimated at 5.8 on the Richter scale.

MOSCOW — President Boris Yeltsin,
having crushed his hard-line foes in a
military operation Monday, tightened his
grip on the levers of power Tuesday, firing
officials who had opposed him and
extending censorship and press closings.
Yeltsin fired Russia's top prosecutor
and two regional governors. The elected
Moscow City Council was dissolved by
Mayor Yuri Luzhkov, a Yeltsin ally, after
consulting the president. Aides said
Yeltsin was considering dissolving other
anti-reform local councils across Russia,
and Yeltsin's chief of staff was pressing
the Constitutional Court's chairman, who
has sided with Yeltsin's foes, to resign.
The president also canceled a meeting
of the Federation Council, an assembly of
Russia's regional leaders he set up last
spring as a counterbalance to parliament.
Aides said they would re-evaluate its role.
Yeltsin told Luzhkov he will not repeat
his mistake of 1991, when many Sovietera laws, institutions and organizations
were allowed to survive despite the defeat

of a communist coup. The result, many
liberals have said, was a two-year
stalemate that has stymied Yeltsin's
economic and political reforms.
With Moscow under strict military
curfew and newspapers under official
censorship, the mood was unforgiving
after the bloodiest two days in Moscow's
modern history. The evening news led
with an interview suggesting that
Alexander Rutskoi, the vice president now
in jail as a leader of the rebellion, should
consider shooting himself.
A Yeltsin staffer, Nikolai Medvedcv,
said Yeltsin is "primed to act resolutely,
but at the same lime democratically."
Yeltsin was scheduled to deliver a
nationwide address Wednesday, in which
he was expected to reveal his views on
when and how new elections for
parliament and president should be held.
In a Sept. 21 decree triggering the crisis
that ended Monday, Yeltsin dissolved the
parliament and set elections for Dec. 12. A
hard-line minority in the parliament

resisted, made Rutskoi president and
isolated itself in the parliament building.
The standoff came to a head Sunday
when 5,000 to 10,000 demonstrators
stormed the Kremlin and the central
television station, urged by Rutskoi.
Troops arrived in Moscow on Monday to
save Yeltsin's government.
Top officials said at least 1 SO people
were killed and more than 600 wounded in
the two days of fighting.
Tuesday, Moscow remained under strict
military-controlled curfew, with tanks and
over 6,000 extra troops and police
patrolling the streets. Soldiers searched for
armed men who had escaped capture.
Over 1,400 people were detained and
another 800 were detained for curfew
violations Monday night, officials said.
Many were released, but Yeltsin's chief
rivals — Rutskoi and Ruslan Khasbulatov,
speaker of the dissolved parliament —
were kept inside the Lefortovo prison.
— L.A. Times/Washington Post news
service

Cable and TV stations end war
with cable ending up victorious
Peace is breaking out all over TV land,
and it appears to be the TV stations
waving the white flag.
Until Wednesday, cable companies
could pick up or retransmit broadcast
stations in their area without a
broadcaster's permission or a charge. But
the new federal cable law gave
broadcasters the right to deny cable
carriage if the two parties couldn't reach a
"retransmission" agreement.
In what is a major victory for cable
operators, the agreement they reached
means that none of the stations owned by
ABC, CBS, NBC and Fox will receive
direct cash payments for their signals.
Smaller local stations, including public
broadcasting channels, are not included
because they are covered by a part of the
cable law known as "must carry," that
gives them a guaranteed position on cable
systems but without compensation.

NRA targeting women's safety
in its new ad campaign
The National Rifle Association is going
after a new audience — women — in an
unusual new ad campaign.
The gun-lobby group is test-marketing
ads in magazines in Washington, Miami
and Houston to talk to women on personal
safety: The NRA is peddling brochures
and a $20, three-hour seminar called the
"Refuse to Be a Victim Course" on how
women can avoid attack.
The NRA wants to talk about
alternatives like self-defense training,
home and phone security, and devices
such as alarms, sprays and stun guns.
But there will be a NRA membership
line so women can join "the NRA's grassroots movement to restore tough justice in
our criminal justice system."
; Timea/Washington Post newt
service

A World ofTeciino-Klutzes?
Those who feel comfortable
using the following technology, according to a recent survey;

i&

AMERICANS BRITISH

Oil

FRENCH GERMANS

Computers

54%

46%

25%

22%

VCR**

77%

71%

46%

33%

Answering machines

©3%

40%

31%

19%

Americans scored highest In proficiency with electronic gadgets, but
Germans, who rated lowest overall, ranked highest In feeling that
technology makes life better.
MATT SCHWABEL

Lethal injections in death penalty urged by Md. panel
ANNAPOLIS, MD. — A special
commission studying Maryland's death
penally plans to recommend that the stale
adopt lethal injection as an alternative to
the gas chamber, an idea that Gov.
William Donald Schaefer and key
legislators said they would endorse.
The recommendation, contained in a
253-page draft report, is scheduled to be
delivered to Schaefer in time for
consideration by the General Assembly
when it convenes in January, commission
members
said
today.
Other
recommendations focus on ways to speed
up death-penalty appeals.
Largely due to federal court decisions,
Maryland has not carried out an execution
since 1961. But some of the 14 men on

death row face execution in the coming
months, including one in November.
Of the 34 states that allow the death
penalty, only Maryland uses the gas
chamber exclusively. Virginia uses an
electric chair; the District of Columbia has
no death penalty.
Members of Maryland's gubernatorial
commission said Wednesday that allowing
lethal injection to be used in executions,
possibly at the choosing of the prisoner,
would provide an alternative to the gas
chamber and bring Maryland in line with
other states. Fourteen states use lethal
injection as the sole method of execution;
four are phasing it in, and six provide for
lethal injection and at least one alternative.
Page Boinest, Schaefer's spokesman,

said the governor would support a shift to
lethal injection as a more "cost-efficient
and less dramatic'' mode of execution.
Key legislators also appeared open to
the idea. Sen. Walter M. Baker (D-Cecil),
a member of the governor's commission
and chairman of a key legislative
committee on judicial proceedings,
introduced a lethal-injection measure in
the General Assembly this year. The bill
died in the House Judiciary Committee.
Observers said they expect spirited
debate on the issue in the General
Assembly, which would need to approve
any change in the method of carrying out
capital punishment.
— LA. Times/Washington Post news
service
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Delicatessen

Take Care Of Your
ffUIMNIl
3 Foot Subs 10% OFF*
Great Sor Parties.
and Tailgating!
Subs Include: Ham, Salami,
Provolone, and Cappicola or
Ham, Turkey Breast and Swiss.
Feeds if people.
Deals made for Side Salads with
purchase of 3 Foot Sub.
Regular Price $36.50.
5 Hours Notice Please.
4334090
Next to Rack & Sack

XLUMN7
Make your Homecoming complete
with a visit to MISTER CHIPS
. What more could one store offer?
riower and Balloon Delivery,
AlOn- campus Fl<
Photo Processing, Postage Stamps, Hot
Chocolate, Bulletin Board Paper, Plush
Animals, '"JMIT Imprinted Items,
^Topping
Pizza and
Single Order
Breaderlcks

*Itar> liter Of Repsi
A With The
(T Purchase Of
\ Any Medium

•Vim

|l>*.

■

- l

Inn

OOmtornkm:
10-11
1-11*3

lull IW

■

p»|

I

Electronic Accessories, Greeting Cards,
Postcards... AND...

HALLOWEEN

•T» •
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Campus News
Black Student Alliance to hold lecture with
Sonia Sanchez

POLICE

The Black Student Alliance presents writer Sonia
Sanchez in a lecture on Monday, Oct. 11 in the GraftonStovall Theatre from 7 - 8:30 pjn. The lecture is titled,
"Wounded in the House of a Friend." There will be a
poetry reading and book signing as well. Everyone is
welcome.

All clubs, organizations asked to sponsor
Grand Opening Reception at Taylor Hall
The clubs and organizations of JMU are asked to
sponsor the noon - 2:30 p.m. kick-off Grand Opening
Reception of Taylor Hall on Thursday, Oct. 7. Each
organization is asked to have at least one representative
present wearing a T-shirt or sweatshirt with the
organization name, insignia or logo, to talk to special
guests. For more information, call x6099.
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by Jonathan Rhudy
police reporter
Campus poke* report the blowing:
Assault and Battery
• Two students were assaulted by an unidentified individual in XM at 2:48 am. Oct. 3.
The students were walking back to the Village area when a car
stopped and a black male about 6-foot-6 reportedly got out of the
car and struck them. The alleged assailant was wearing blue jeans
and a dark shirt.
The two students were taken to Rockingham Memorial Hospital
for treatment before officers arrived on the scene of the alleged
assault. At the hospital, one victim gave the investigating officer a
fictitious name, but later police received the real name from the
victim.
A third student at the scene reportedly was not assaulted.
The investigation is continuing.

Accident

NEWSFILE
JMU Debate team wins season opener
The JMU Debate team captured four individual awards
and five team awards, including a first and second place
finish, at the season's first debate tournament at King's
College in Pennsylvania in September which sponsored
67 teams.
The varsity team of senior Bonnie'Barnish and
sophomore Danielle Giroux won second place honors.
Giroux received second place in the individual speaker
award in the Varsity Division and Barnish received the
seventh place individual speaker award.
The junior varsity team of freshmen Andy Harbick and
Jomel Angat won first place honors. Harbick received the
first place individual speaker award and Angat received
the fourth place individual speaker award.
Other winners in the Junior Varsity Division were the
freshman team of Mike Abelow and Rob Carter and the
freshman team of JJ. Finnegan and Heather Smith.

• A bicyclist was injured after being struck by the right mirror on a
passing car on Duke Drive at 6:14 p.m. Oct. 4.
The victim decKnad medical assistance.
Fire
• A university employee extinguished a mulch fire at the Godwin
Hall and Bridgeforth Stadium plaza at 3:04 p.m. Oct. 4.
The Harrisonburg Fire Department responded to soak the area
with water.

Thursday
• EARTH meeting, Harrison Annex, rm. B-3,
5 - 6:30 p.m.

Dr. Edward Burger, assistant professor of mathematics
at Williams College in Pennsylvania, will lecture on
Monday, Oct. 18 in Grafton-Stovall Theatre at 4 p.m. His
lecture is titled, "Art, Beauty, and Mathematics: Finding
the Sexiest Triangle.''

• Triathlon Club meeting, Godwin Hall, rm. 205,
6 p.m.

The Harrisonburg unit of the American Cancer Society
is sponsoring its annual Jail-and-Bail fund raiser from
noon - 6 p.m. on Oct. 19-21 and from noon - 9 p.m. on
Oct. 22. For $10 you can arrest a friend and have them
hauled off to the Jail-and-Bail cell at the J.C. Penney
Court in Valley Mall. The "accused'' then has to raise a
minimum of $100 in bail donations for the American
Cancer Society. For more information, or to get your
organization involved, call Judy at 434-3360.

First-time accreditation given to JMU's
Hotel Restaurant Program
JMU's Hotel-Restaurant Management Program in the
College of Business was awarded accreditation status for
the first-time by the Accreditation Commission for
Programs in Hospitality Administration, which was based
on a 112-page self-study by the program.
The program is one of fewer than 20 programs in the
nation to achieve accreditation and is the first program to
receive accreditation by both ACPHA and the American
Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business.

Destruction of Public Property
• A window was reported broken out of the party room door in the
Alpha Kappa Lambda fraternity house between 11 p.m. Oct. 1 and
3:22 am. Oct. 2.
• A window and screen were reported damaged on the third floor of
Wayland Hal between 5 p.m. and 11:28 p.m. Oct. 2.
Destruction of Private Property
• A rear window on a car parked on Hanson Field was reported
damaged between 7:30 p.m. and 11 p.m. Oct. 2.
The victim was reportedly at the Convocation Center when the
incident occurred.
• A motorcycle reportedly was damaged after being knocked over
in F-bt between 6 p.m. Oct. 2 and 1 p.m. Oct. 3.
Petty Larceny
• Twenty dollars in cash was reported stolen from a wallet in an
unlocked locker in the Godwin Hal pool locker room between 5 p.m.
and 7 p.m. Sept. 30.
• A small personal bag was reported stolen from the corridor
outside the racquetball courts in Godwin Hal between 10 p.m. and
11p.m.OcU.
The bag contained $30 cash, a driver's license, personal keys
and cards.

Breach of Peace
• Student Jennifer Goetschius, 22, of Colonial Heights, was
arrested and charged with breaching the peace and drunk in public in
G-totat 1a.m. Oct. 1.
Number of drunk in public charges since Aug. 31:24

CAMPUS EVENTS

Visiting Scholars to present mathematics
professor discussing art, beauty and math

American Cancer Society to sponsor their
Jail-and-Bail fund-raiser at Valley Mall

LOG

• Directors of Admissions at MCV speaking on
medical school and how to get in. Warren Hall,
Highlands Room, 7 p.m.

Friday
• Physics Seminar, "Gravity in Modem Cosmology"
by Dr. Robert Schaefer, Miller Hall, rm. 109,
3:15 p.m.
• Networking for students and alumni, Taylor Hall,
multipurpose rm., 4:30 - 7 p.m. Information sharing
regarding careers and opportunities.
• Bonfire and pep rally, Hanson Field, 7:30 p.m.
• Homecoming block show competition,
Convocation Center, 8:30 p.m. Sponsored by JMU
Black Greek-Lettered Organizations.
• Homecoming "Sweat" Jam, Godwin Hall, 11 p.m.
- 2 a.m. Sponsored by the Black Student Alliance.
• Women's Volleyball, JMU vs. Marshall
University, Godwin Gym, 7 pjn.

Saturday

Sunday.

• Taylor and Warren Hall tours, 11 a.m. -1 p.m.
Tours provided by Alpha Phi Omega.
• Photos with the Duke Dog, Warren Hall, main
lounge, 11 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
• Godwin Field Festival, Godwin Field, 11:30 a.m. 1:30 p.m. and 4-7 p.m. Admission is free. No coolers,
but food and beverages will be provided.
• Black Student Alliance dance, Phillips Hall
Ballroom, 10 p.m. • 2 a.m.
• Women's Volleyball alumni match, Godwin Gym,
lOajn.
• Football, JMU vs. Delaware, Bridgeforth Stadium,
1:30 p.m.

• Brass Ensemble, Wilson Hall, 3 p.m.
• "Lady Eve," Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m.
Admission is free.
-~
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Central & Western Virginia's Finest
Antique Jewelry

^V

luLuray

James McHone Jewelry
A Antique*

In Harrisonburg

James McHone
Antique Jewelry

In Charlottesville

24 East Main St., Luray, Va. • 703-743-9001

75 South Court Square
Harrisonburg, Va. • 703-433-1833

Tburs - Sot- 10 - 5, Sun. 1 - 5:30
Come by and see Brenda Beabm and Edie
Zimmerman

The JezueUr's tLyz
Central Place - The Downtown Mall
Charlottesville, Va. • 804-979-5919

A n extensive collection of 1920 s white gold filigree rings and bracelets - elaborate Victorian lavaliers and brooches - stylish geometric lines of Art Deco
adornements - old pearls -Art Nouveau pins - 30's&40's sterling - Amber- Objects D'art - Hollowware - and a selection of unique, newer colored-stone and
diamond jewelry.

Working Together To Provide The Largest Selection of Exquisite Antique Jewelry At Affordable Prices!

Here's The Scoop

PAZAZZ
HALLOWEEN
COSTUME
RENTALS
NEW COSTUMES !

THE
PLACE
TO BE
IN'94

OLDE MILL VILLAGE

432-9502
fill Leases are
Individual at
No Extra Charge

rfyr

Professionally managed by:
Horsley and Constable
Property Management Division

BANKER 0
HORSLEY AND
CONSTABLE

° Amenities Galore °
• Pedal on the level - no hills to climb
or interstate to cross.
• Only four blocks to campus.
• Energy efficient heat pumps.
• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting.
• Mini-blinds on all windows.
• Basketball courts.
• Paved parking spaces.
• Pre-wired for telephone.
• Telephone & cable outlets in each room
• Deadbolt locks and door viewers on
all apartments.
• Well lit parking lot and walkways.
• Convenient bus service to campus &
Valley Mall.
• Full time management and maintenance.
• No sliding patio doors.

nmmMMMMmm
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Pre-registration rule chan
and budget talk highlight
byCristkBrten
SG A reporter
Students eligible to register
early for classes won't be able to
get more than 17 credit hours.
The decision was made by the
the Registration and Enrollment
Services Committee of the
Academic and Administrative
Council, according to university
registrar Sherry Hood.
SGA Vice President Allan
Grimslcy gave the report in place
of Hood, who did not attend the
meeting
Honor students and athletes,
and those who register earlier
than other students, would only
be able to secure 17 credit hours
before the rest of the students
begin registration.
Students who pre-register
often register for more classes
than they plan on taking," in
order to give themselves extra
courses to choose from for a
good schedule, Grimslcy said.
This leaves fewer courses open
to regular students, especially
freshmen, Grimsley noted.
Hood said, "We're trying to
help everybody have a more
equal shot at all the courses."
Kalias Muhammad, Chandler
Hall senator, said. "I don't think
it will have a negative effect on

pre-registrants since more classes
can be picked up during add-drop
session."
Muhammad said he believes
that the proposal would make the
registration process more fair to
students registering late, "who
can't get what they want, because
the classes are all consumed by
athletes and honor students."
Kevin
White, athletic
academic coordinator, said he
also believes the decision would
not have a great effect on student
athletes, "since few student
athletes take over 17 credit hours.
"I think it would keep them
from registering for 21 hours,
since a lot [of athletes] will go
back and drop a few classes,"
White said, adding that the extra
classes they registered for would
not be open to students
registering at the normal
established time.
The decision came out of a
suggestion by the SGA last year.
Also at the meeting:
• Committee heads were
announced by Star Wilbraham,
chairwoman pro tempore.
Committee heads include
Michael Booker, student
services; Maggie Brock, internal
affairs; Cathy Manderfield,
buildings and grounds; Marc
Lieberman, food services; Cheryl

McLeod, curriculum and
instruction.
Committee heads for the
legislative action and finance
committees will be chosen by the
members of those two
committees.
A
new
multicultural
committee has been added to
SGA. A head for the
multicultural committee will be
chosen after each of the other
committees meet, Wilbraham
said.
• Laura McClintock, SGA
lobbying coordinator, explained
details of how JMU would handle
a possible 10 to IS percent
budget cut the state may issue to
higher education.
Four areas would likely be cut:
salaries and benefits, part-time
wages, equipment and other nonpersonnel expenditures.
"JMU will hopefully fare
better due to CIS AT," and other
plans for increased research,
McClintock said.
• Student
concerns
and
suggestions are being requested
by the SGA, according to Jenny
Biondi, SGA secretary. Comment
boxes will be located at the
Warren Hall information desk,
Carrier Library, the SGA office
in Taylor Hall and the Commuter
Student Lounge in Taylor Hall.

mm ABROAD SIGHTS
Thursday, Oct. Js *993
6 to /:3€ p.m.
Duke A2CC

SPECIAL INFORMATION SESSION ON
JMU'S PROGRAMS IN PARIS,
FLORENCE, AND MARTINIQUE!
Applications for "Priority Acceptance" due
November 15 for Summer 1994 in London and
Florence and Fall 1994 in London, Martinique,
Paris, Florence, and Salamanca. Applicants
will be notified before Thanksgiving!

Experience JMU ABROAD!
For more information, attend this important
presentation, or call x6419!

MAGGIE WELTER

SGA lobbying coordinator Laura McClintock presents the future
conditions for Virginia higher education given budget shortfalls.
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IOS AMItOS lfcQulftIA
Serving reed Mexican food!

Grand Opening

• DAILY SPECIALS
♦VEGETARIAN DISHES
• CARRY OUT AVAILABLE
• OPEN LUNCH AND DINNER

432-9019

I
68 West Water St.
Next to Spanky's

LiII" VLV.U.UJVJUMJ.W.W-WJU.VJJ>'

Jewelry services

&
&

s

LtJ.

jftw fA Mf Doctor
Jewelry Repair and Sales
Diamond Appraisals
48 A Carlton Street Cloverleaf Shopping Center
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 (703) 432-6841

JMU Campus Center
Gameroom
Opens Monday - Friday
IISOOAM - HSOOPM
Saturday and Snnday
ltOOPM- UXOOPM

Pool Tables • Table Tennis • Arcade Games
Cards • Boardgames • Checkers & Chess
Celebrate the JMU Campus Center

Grand Opening with FREE POOL

everyday until 3:00PM (10/8 - 10/16).

Groups and organizations can reserve
the gameroom for special events.
Call the ftameroom at X6020
•r stop by for details!

FMnAMMalkl

«- IMIfcCl

lnt Floor, Taylor Ball

inW | i
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Taylor

Recycling

continued from page 3

continued mm page 3

Friday by Student Ambassadors,
Saturday by Alpha Phi Omega,
and throughout the week by
other organizations.
Sophomore Kelly McFall win
guide tours with the Student
Ambassadors. "The location of
Taylor Hall is great, it's right in
the center and it has a beautiful
view," she said. The Hillside
area looks like a second quad."
Randy Mitchell, director of the
office of student activities, said
the building will serve several
purposes for students.
"There is more student
involvement today as compared
to 20 years ago and in different
areas," he said. "Students are
involved in service learning,
student leadership and other cocurricular activities. It broadens
the concept of 'community
center' for the campus." ■
Student reaction to the new
addition has been mixed.
Junior Michele Martineau
works in the Center for ServiceLearning in Taylor Hall. "I think
it is a great idea. Last year our
office was in Wine-Price and it
was an awful hike. Now it's a lot
better positioned for students and
CSL." she said.
Junior Moira Leary is involved
in Catholic Campus Ministry.
CCM will host a square dance in
Taylor Hall later in the semester.
"I think it is going to help the

students, seeing as though there
are a couple of new full-purpose
rooms with upgraded sound
systems that could be used for
dances and other special
occasions." she said. "And it
looks nice. It makes Hillside look
a lot larger."
Sophomore Gina Main is not
as enthusiastic about the building.
"Hopefully it will benefit the
students, even though it cost a lot
of money," she said. "I haven't
seen anything going on in Taylor
Hall yet. It seems like it's not
even there, even though the
construction is gone."
Some
students
are
unconcerned about the new
addition. "It's nice inside,"
sophomore Chad Seegers said, "I
haven't had anything to do with it
yet, I have no need for it right
now."
Sophomore David Kauppi
said, "It'd be real cool if there
were an eating facility, but I
don't think it'll be in the works."
Taylor Hall also houses the
new and improved gameroom,
which will be offering free pool
play in addition to other events to
attract students during the week.
Coupon books will be given
out to 4,500 students. The
coupons are for places on and off
campus, like Mr. Chips and
Massanutten ski resort. The
books are available at the
information desks, the Office of

Student Activities in Taylor 205
and in the gameroom.
There will also be raffle tickets
in the coupon books for a VCR, a
CD player, money toward Flex
accounts and a gift certificate to
the Bookstore.
The University Program Board
has also helped with die opening.
UPB is sponsoring several
popular movies in GraftonStovall Theatre and free music on
the Commons every weekday.
UPB "has been exceptional as far
as all the events they are
sponsoring and helping with,"
Zimmerman said.
Several other organizations
have been working on the event
as well. Alpha Phi Omega, Alpha
Phi Alpha, Student Ambassadors,"
Council for Campus Leaders,
WXJM, JMU Publications and
Commuter Student Council are
some of the organizations
involved.
The committee recruited
sponsors to help with the opening
reception. Pepsi Co. donated
beverages to serve 3,000 people
and donated a soda fountain to
the Warren Hall lounge.
Dining Services is providing
food for a special reception for
Dr. James H. Taylor, the former
member of the JMU Board of
Visitors for which the building is
named. Taylor served as ViceRector from 1980-1982 and as
Rector from 1982-1986.

James Madison University

said, "I'd like to convert some
trash containers into recycling
containers on Greek Row."
Although the recycling
program does not include Greek
Row yet, "A lot of [students] are
doing it on their own," Ramos
said. "Before, when we didn't
have recycling on campus, people
took it to Dave's (Recycling).
But now that there is a free
service, they're glad that there is
a service for them."
Dave's Recycling is located at
1811 South High Street. Glass
and plastics 1 and 2 are picked up
three or four days a week in
Harrisonburg and taken to Dave's
Recycling where it is recycled.
Newspaper is picked up every 20
days and taken to Dave's, where

it is made into insulation for
houses.
Harrisonburg
Recycling
accepts plastic; glass with the
caps, rims and labels removed;
and newspaper.
Shifflett encouraged cleaning
the recyclables before they are
picked up. "If things get too dirty
and bad, the market can refuse to
take them," she said.
Students may call the
Harrisonburg Recycling Center
at 433-6800 for a bin. The bin
will be delivered within five
working days.
Plastics
which
the
Harrisonburg Recycling Center,
Dave's Recycling and JMU
Recycyling only take plastic soda
bottles, milk jugs, shampoo
containers and detergent bottles.

Interested in writing for news? If
so, contact Drew, Nicole or
\jennifer at X6699 or come to the
next News Meeting on
Monday at 5 p.m. in
Anthony-Seeger Room 10

Massanutten Village's

HOMECOMING 1993
"SOMETHING TO COME HOME TO"
Pres«it*d by clw BUdc Sttidemt Alluncc
FRIDAY. OCTORFPfl .QyJ

ANNUAL BLOCK SHOW COMPETITION
8:30 P.M.- JMU CONVOCATION CENTER
TICKETS $5 IN ADVANCE $6 AT THE DOOR
Spoasorad by Che BUdc Gccck-fcocnd Orfaahacioas « JMU

WHOOTH HERE IT IS... SWEAT JAM 93
GODWIN HALL - 11:00 P.M. - 2:00 A.M.
TICKETS $5 IN ADVANCE $6 AT THE DOOR
Sponsored by the JMU Blade Student Alliance
SATURDAY. OCTOBER 9. 1991

TAILGATE PARTY FOR BLACK ALUMNI
GODWIN FIELD - 11.-00 AM. - 1:00 P.M.
Sponsored by the JMU Blade Student Alliance
BLACK COMEDY ALL-STAR PACKAGE
Opening: Teresa DoweD
Featuring: IAN EDWARDS
J. B. SMOOVE
WANDA SYKES-HALL
FROM HBO DEF JAMS, SHOWTIME AT THE APOLLO, MTV, BET
TELEVISION, AND UPTOWN COMEDY CLUB!!!
P. C. BALLROOM 7:30 P.M. - 9:30
TICKETS $10 IN ADVANCE $12 AT THE DOOR
Sponsored by JMU Blade Student Alliance
ONCE AGAIN, IT'S ON!!
DANCE UNTIL 2:00 AM. IN P.C BALLROOM IMMEDIATELY
FOLLOWING THE COMEDY SHOW

l^cdtcuvutHt & jSmmfe

Is Now OPEN.
• Casual Elegance in a Scenic
Wooded Setting
• Featuring Traditional American
Fare with {Sensational Nkely
Specials
*10% Discount
(Food Only)
with this ad.
"Offer Expires
10-31-93
For Reservations Call
289-5794

t
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Prejudice and Its
Undertow of
Violence
Gerald Hudson
National Coalition Building
Institute
10/13 6:30-9:30 p.m.
Room 404, Taylor Hall
Prejudice takes many forms
and can be directed at any
group. A common factor,
however, is the threat of
violence that frequently runs
through prejudicial acts. Join
us for an interactive
workshop that addresses this
important issue.

m

■
Perceptions
Jeff Spence
VA Chapter-National
Conference of Christians
and Jc
10/14 5-9 p.m.
Chandler Hall

Be JMU's guest for dinner
and a discussion of the
perceptions different groups
have of each other. Jeff
Spence will lead us in
establishing new ways to
and interact with each other.

1993

Are Ethics
Situational?
Donna Harper
JMU Health Center
10/20 7-9 p.m.
Student Activities Conference
Room
Taylor Hall
Professional ethics and honor
codes are one thing, but what
about personal ethics? Is it
appropriate to have different
ical standards for different
situations? This workshop
will examine situations and
dilemmas in light of both
personal and professional
ethics.

WORKSHOP
SERIES
One for All
JMU Outriggers (Peer Leadership
Consultants)
Leadership Education and
Development Center
10/28 6-8 p.m.
Student Activities Conference Room
Taylor Hall
The JMU Outriggers, a group
of peer leadership
consultants, will demonstrate
techniques, strategies and
models for effective
teambuilding. Your
organization will grow
stronger as a result!

LEADERSHIP
EDUCATION AND
DEVELOPMENT

Border Crossings:
Translating Cultures
Dr. Linda Seligmann
10/27 6:30-8:30 p.m.
Student Activ
Taylor Hall
Are you ready to work, live,
and succeed with people from
cultures different than your
own? Join Dr. Linda
Seligmann. JMU professor of
ihropology.
::scussion
of cult
s and I
to overcome

COMING
IN NOVEMBER:
Personal Leadership
The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator
Bafa Bafa

•

THE LEADERSHIP SERIES IS OPEN TO ALL JMU STUDENTS. PLEASE INDICATE BELOW I
WHICH WORKSHOP YOU PLAN TO ATTEND AND RETURN THIS FORM TO:
LEAD CENTER, P.O. BOX 3501, ROOM 205, TAYLOR HALL

IS

NAME:

o
LU

El

P.O.BOX:
PHONE: _
YEAR:
1

-r ■

□ PREJUDICE & ITS UNDERTOW OF VIOLENCE
□ PERCEPTIONS
□ ARE ETHICS SITUATIONAL?
□ BORDER CROSSINGS: TRANSLATING CULTURES
□ ONE FOR ALL
'■■■■---»■■■■■■■■--■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■»■

'»■»»-»■■■■■■■■---■■--■■»>
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The
Artful
Dodger

•

International Impressions
Now Open! Join us for our Grand Opening
October 4-9.*
Experience the most unique shopping experience in Harrisonburg.
You'll find jewelry, carvings, folk art, clothing, baskets, bags,
Pakistani rugs, and more. *P. Buckley Moss wul sign your prints
on Thursday, see interpretive dancing, hear an African drumming
group, enjoy story telling and singing, and take a pedicab ride.
See the store for a detailed schedule.

Han

Behind Valley Mall
182 Neff Ave.
Harrisonburg VA

#«at.,:

***«AiJr»

1179

You're a Piece of
the Puzzle!

CHEAP WEEKEND!"

AT
Rent any Movie, Super Nintendo,
Nintendo, or Genesis
Game for

ONLY

Welcome Back Alumni

Rent Saturday
& Return Monday
Yeah Thats Right!!!
3 Days for only

Vee's^iace

$2.25

SAT - MON

FREE MEMBERSHIP
Over 13,000 Movies & Over 600 Games To Choose from
$2.25 PER NIGHT

o

^

Mon-Fri RENT 2 GET 3rd FREE!!

ACME VIDEO
RT. 33 E. (NEXT TO WENDYS)

433-9181

HOURS
MON-THUR 9-9
FRI- SAT
9 -10
SUN
12 - 8

Dine In/Carry Out
Buffet
Wed.Nite 5:30-9 $6.95
Fri. &Sat 5:30-10 $9-95
Sunday
11:30-8 $6.95
1588 S. Main St Harrisonburg, VA 22801

j

434-3003
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Opinion
MWMHGfw

Dart.,
A dart to the judicial system at JMU for
considering an acquaintance rape "sexual
misconduct." (See Oct. 4 Breeze Police Log.) No
wonder so few women come forward and follow
through on charges when rape is not taken seriously
by this campus' law enforcement or judicial bodies.
Sent in by an angry woman ready for change.

Pat...
A pat of support and gratitude to the few
courageous women who have braved the JMU
judicial system and reported the men who violated
them. Your actions give power to the rest of us and
an advertiser uses an attractive woman to sell a car."
hope for a future without rape.
Some universities, including the University of Virginia,
Sent in by an angry woman.
have programs with hostesses as well as hosts.
Males are welcome in the JMU program, said assistant
football coach Tom Quinn, the program's adviser, in the
Sept. 23 Breeze. The group is currently working on
coming up with a new program name to encourage male
A searing dan to all those who insist on propping
involvement
Here's one name to consider — the JMU Student their feet (with or without shoes) on the desk of an
unsuspecting victim in front of them. We don't feel
Ambassadors.
This select group of students have completed an like sniffing your suffocating stench for SO minutes
intensive training process to prepare them to present or more. Please!
campus tours. After the initial training, the ambassadors
Sent in by two people who don't think it is in their
are kept up-to-date on happenings at JMU. "We like to
budget
to buy nose plugs for class.
think ambassadors are in continuous tour training,'' said
Mike Beebe, president of the Student Ambassadors.
The ambassadors' mission — "to give students an
accurate picture of student life at JMU,'' as Beebe said —
is strikingly similar to the mission of the hostess program.
An outrageous pat to the University Program
'The hostesses probably do the best job of giving the
Board for scheduling the band that performed on the
JMU lifestyle," Quinn said in the Breeze article.
But the Student Ambassadors have an added benefit — Commons on Monday. The UPB took a risk booking
no sexist stigma can be attached to the organization. The such a weird and uncommons band. But it paid off
same, unfortunately, cannot be said for the hostess because they were so fun and unique. Keep the
program.
There are "things in our society not meant to be sexist, bands coming.
Sent in by someone who thinks the odder the band,
but are," said Tammie Blockburger, co-coordinator of
the better.
Equal.
This program may be such a case. At the on-set of the
program, the idea may have been well-intentioned. Now,
though, we must examine what the program has become.
We ask for a change in the hostess program because
like our illustration, it doesn't give an accurate picture of
To the JMU football staff for not allowing those
JMU.
players who are members of Black Greek fraternities
that are stepping in the Step Show Friday night to
The house editorial is written by a member of the editorial
board and does not necessarily reflect the opinion of the attend. It's only the biggest Step Show of the year.
Sent in by a frustrated Greek.
individual staff members.

Is 'hostess' appearance reality?
Two weeks ago, The Breeze sports section
published a feature article on the Football
Recruiting Hostess program. The program, which
includes 39 female volunteers, provides escorts
to prospective JMU football players and their families
when they come on recruiting visits.
Along with The Breeze article, an artist was assigned to
do an illustration. The illustration that was turned in
depicted a hulking football player with a shapely woman
wearing a skin-tight dress and high heels at his side. The
woman, smiling, was looking up at the football player.
The illustration represented the stereotype that the
hostess program is trying to dispel: women serving
football recruits.
After reading the article and seeing the illustration, the
editor of The Breeze decided to run the story without any
art because of how the hostess was portrayed in the
illustration. The woman almost appeared to be a prize or
possession of the player.
In this case. The Breeze was concerned that the
illustration would unfairly sway student opinion of the
hostess program. Appearances play a critical role in the
formation of judgments.
So, how does the hostess program appear to recruits
and their families? How does the program make JMU
appear? Is the program simply giving extra attention to
potential Dukes or is it taking advantage of current female
students?
Similar programs at other universities, including the
University of Miami, the University of Alabama and the
University of North Carolina, have been criticized for
having women tending to men's needs.
"I think the whole program is sexist and demeaning,"
said Barbara Harris, chairwoman of the women's studies
department at UNC, in the March 1993 U. Magazine.
"What it does is use attractive women, chosen for their
personality and charm, to sell the university to
prospective athletes. They are using women the same way

Editorial Policy

Heather OTveil.

Dart

Pat...

Hart...

. editor Donna Ragsdale ... managing editor
Rob Kaiser . .. opinion editor

Letters to the editor*hould be no more than 350 word*, columns no more th»n 550
work, and will be pttHfched oW a *pace available bait. The y murt be delivered » TV
Bteezt by noon Tuesday or 5 p.m. FridgyThe Brtete reserves the right to edit for clarity and space.
The opinions in this icction do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the newspaper,
M.AOJSOW. umvmsiTY
thj» staff, « James Madison University.

Pat...
To all the hard working students who call for the
Greater University Fund. They do a great job in
helping JMU offset the effects of state budget cuts
and are wonderful people to talk to.
Sent in by somebody who is proud to support
JMU:

^^^^■fekjM
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Judicial system misconduct: 'Why
can't JMU label rape for what K is?'

keep its 12 percent share of the state's general fund. We are
already 43rd among the states in support from the state....
For now, 12 percent is what we need to stay 43rd." Think of
it—43rd!
Your editorial states at the beginning:"... But when he
[Gov. L. Douglas Wilder] says Virginia is staring at big-time
budget problems that require cuts throughout state agencies,
why do otherwise intelligent college presidents pretend it
isn't so?" Wrong. Here, again, is a quotation from the
statement by the Council of Presidents of Institutions of
Higher Education in Virginia: "We agree with Gov. Wilder,
who said August 23 that it was time to share the pain. The
state should make reductions in programs previously
protected from meaningful cuts: for instance, corrections,
Medicaid, public schools, and aid to localities.... With
either a 10 or a 15 percent cut, our appropriation in 1994-96
will be lower than that in 1986-88. Public school funding in
the same period will have grown by over $1 billion." So, the
state (with, apparently, the Post's blessing) pours money into
programs that don't work well and continuously takes money
from one that does (so far) work well.
You write: "All around campuses nationally, the menus
of courses have been found to contain offerings that might
well have been dropped years ago or at least consolidated
with related courses.'' But you don't tell us even in a general
way what courses these may be; by using the passive voice
("have been found") you don't even tell us who it was that
supposedly did the finding. For those who might overlook
the word "nationally," but who have seen the word
"Virginia" repeated three times, it would be easy to infer that
these "unneeded" offerings are a particular problem in this
state — they are not You do not point out that dropping
courses leads to little instant savings since relatively low cost
part-time faculty will be let go before full-time faculty (did
you know this?). And you do not comment on the wisdom of
dropping courses (and, presumably, thus faculty — else there
would be no money saved) when a surge of new students is
expected in the coming decade.
To wind up your diatribe, you finally state: "When the
college and university presidents can point to serious
measures to curb academic excesses, smart politicians in the
legislative as well as the executive branches will no doubt
want to help maintain Virginia's reputation for strong
institutions of higher education." So we have an insinuation
— entirely unproven or supported — of "academic excesses"
and then a contradictory encomium ("... Virginia's
reputation for strong institutions of higher education" in the
same sentence!) Journalism by innuendo.
The Economist of Sept 11 points out "In the decades
ahead, there will be a solid consensus that " Horace Mann,
an American educator wrote in 1846, 'Intelligence is a
primary ingredient in the wealth of nations.' " Since your
irresponsible editorial was entitled, with exquisite but

Totneedrtoc
We are writing in response to the recent entry in The
Breeze Police Log concerning acquaintance rape. Oops!
Excuse us, we mean "sexual misconduct.''
We are mortified that rape is confused with
"misconduct,'' which is defined as "behaving improperly.''
To the average person, the word "misconduct" connotes
mild, immature, harmless pranks. What college student
cannot confess some form of misconduct? (Swiping trays
from D-hall, walking on the railroad tracks, chalk graffiti on
campus, etc.)
We refuse to equate these trivial examples of
"misconduct'' with RAPE.
The next incident reported concerns a woman who was
spat upon, b it not ironic that this is called "ASSAULT?"
We in no way downplay this incident; however, we would
like to use it as a comparison. The definition of "assault''
includes rape and other violent attacks. If spitting on another
individual is an act of violence, then most certainly the
victimization of a woman deserves a harsher linguistic and
judicial reprimand than "sexual misconduct."
Why can't JMU label rape for what it is? — the criminal
violation of a women's body and spirit.
Most importantly, we would like to give our support to
our sister who has chosen not to be silent Thank you. Our
thoughts and prayers are with you.
Candy Ryman
Jennifer Mills
Jodl Stewart
history/English

history

Get the facts straight and protect
our state universities and colleges

Editor's Note: The following is a response to an
editorial that appeared in the Sept 30 Washington
Post Dr. Palmer sent The Breeze a copy of the letter to
the editor that he mailed to the Post
Totheedttor:
I write to respond to your irresponsible editorial
"Wishing Won't Make Virginia Rich" which appeared in
today's Post. You write: "The fact is also that officials at
Virginia's state-run colleges and universities have become
used to budget and tuition increases that have served their
institutions well." Wrong. The Council of Presidents of
Institutions of Higher Education in Virginia stated on
September 3: "Higher education, having been cut by 22
percent since 1990 and having lost $413 million from the
1990 budget as introduced, needs an additional $223 million
in general funds to meet its obligation during 1994-96.... It
is the amount Virginia higher education has to get just to

unconscious irony, "Wishing Won't Make Virginia Rich,"
one gathers that this consensus doesn't apply to the more
elite levels of journalism or state government You owe
Virginia's higher education community and its citizens an
apology and a retraction.
One final quotation from the Council of Presidents: The
state is steadily destroying one of its major assets — its
colleges and universities — while not insisting upon greater
efficiency and effectiveness in other major areas of
government which have been exempt from budget cuts and
seem to be exempt again in 1994-96." This is true. It really is
happening. Now.
John Palmer
./ associate professor of marketing and HRM

Pamphlets lead student to look into
'abortion terminology' and new term

To the editor:

During my first month as a freshman here at JMU, I have
seen more propaganda and pamphlets than I have ever seen
in my life. Pro-this, pro-that, anti-such-and-such. But what
has caught my attention the most are the pamphlets on the
issue of abortion. I have seen them lying around my suite,
sitting on tables in Warren Campus Center, resting
peacefully in my mailbox. They have caused me to reexamine my own stand on the tired debate. They have also
caused me to take a closer look at what some of the "abortion
terminology" really means. For example, what does the word
"pro-life" bring to mind? Perhaps women and men who
believe that a fetus is a life and who will do anything
(sometimes even kill) to save that innocent life. How about
"pro-choice?" Angry feminists and their guilt-ridden, liberal
male subordinates advocating abortion as a feasible form of
birth control and calling the fetus "the products of
conception." My favorite is the "pro-family, pro-child, prochoice" stand, which is really no stand at all. They have their
own standard that abortion is wrong, yet advocate "choice"
under the guise of freedom. The list of terms could go on and
on, but in all reality, only two groups seem to get any
attention; the extremes, those who are for and those against
Allow me to introduce a new term — "pro-abortion
regulation." This term covers the majority opinion on
abortion, the opinion that is always overlooked because it is
not extremist It covers those who have realized that Roe v.
Wade is not going to be overturned, but at the same time,
feel that abortion is not and should not be used as a form of
birth control. In short tins term covers those who want
pregnant women to think twice about their "choice" before
they make it
Christine YeaolfUs
freshman
mass communication

Examining Homecoming through black lenses
"The band, with its high-stepping drum major, blasts songs of years past."
A couple of weeks ago, one of my best friends,
Larry Brown, a senior at Howard University, asked me
what I thought I missed most by not attending a
historically black college or university. The question
caught me off-guard because, at that moment, I
realized the number of experiences exclusive to black
schools that I have missed by attending JMU. After
pondering the question, however, my conclusion was
obvious: Homecoming.
Upon reaching this decision, I decided to define for
myself what Homecoming actually means to me. As a
member of one of the eight black-Greek letter
organizations at JMU, Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority,
Inc. — EE-Yip sorors — Homecoming has always
been equated with the Step Show. But, as I began to
search deeper for my own definition of Homecoming,
my mind became bombarded with thoughts of a Black
college Homecoming. That's my ideal Homecoming.
The first thing that came to mind when viewing
Homecoming through black lenses, was the concerts,
the parties, and, of course, the black folk — three
ingredients essential to any successful black college
homecoming. But still, homecoming at a black school
means more — more than a competition Step Show
and more than a party in the gym. Homecoming is the
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Guest Columnist
— Andrea Brown
time when old school alumni roll in from all walks of life.
They respectfully pay homage to the institution that sold
them freedom from sharecropping the South; the
institution that enabled them to educate themselves, their
children and their children's children; the institution that
increased their extended family to include sorors,
fraternity brothers and their "girl/." down the hall.
Homecoming is a time when recent graduates convene
on the yard to exchange business cards and exaggerate
promotions. It's a time when everyone is eager to
discover who's driving that new Lexus, to ask 'What does
she do?' and 'Is she married yet?' Finally, Homecoming
is the time when the "black college nurturing" that we
always hear about is at its zenith and black college pride
is bubbling over onto everyone within a 10-mile radius.
Yes, that's my ideal Homecoming. A black college
Homecoming. The band, with its high-stepping drum
major, blasts songs of years past creating nostalgia unlike
————

alumni of
any other. The football coach himself an alumnus
declarine what an important
imoortant victorv
the college, declaring
victory this
would be; students and alumni, alike, dressed to the
hilt; vendors selling Greek paraphernalia to anyone
willing to purchase it; fraternities practicing for the
block show; and alumni wandering around campus,
commenting on how things have changed since they
were in college. This is my definition of homecoming.
Following graduation, I wish to attend graduate
school at a black college or university. Don't get me
wrong, I would not trade my experiences here at JMU
for anything in the world. And, overall, I am very
pleased with the past three years. However, there is a
certain sense of community present at a black college
that I have not experienced at JMU. The sense of
community that one can only experience around
his/her own people.
I am not promoting segregation, I am simply
speaking from the standpoint of an African-American
female living in the '90s. Don't criticize me until you
have walked a mile in my shoes.
Senior Andrea Brown, a public relations major, plans
on entering the marketing program at Clark-Atlanta
University in Atlanta, Go. after graduation.
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*?«» BUFFET

act

ALL YOU CAN EAT and DRINK FOR 1 PRIOR

Evenings & Weekend Buffet

ALWAYS INCLUDES

Making ne\A)apers from virj fibers uses
twice as m Bb energy as reci led paper.

Roast Beef, Baked Ham, Plus Mora

LUNCH
Mon. - Fri. U a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
$4.99 ChUdran 4-12 yra. - $2.99 CMdran Under 4 FREE

The Breeze is cMtributing to the recyMig effort by
recycling all mts office pan^^reD as used
newspapers. RecycH||js theofl ly we can all give
something back. Consult younocluyellow pages for the
nearest recycling agency.

EVENINGS & WEEKENDS

Adutt. $5.99
CMdrsw 4-12 yr*. $3.99
Undar4FREE

Thais. 3:30 8p.m.
Fri. 3:30 - 9 p.m.
Sat. 11a.m. 9 p.m.
San. 11a.m. 7 p.m.

Cloverteaf Shopping Center • Harrisonburg, VA

C3 C3C3C3C3C3CacaC3CaC3C3C3CaC3E3C3C3C3 cacar

Serving
Breakfast,
Lunch & Dinner
• Relaxing atmosphere
• Great appetizers
• Dclcctible homemade
soups & salads
• Deli & Specialty
sandwiches
• Gourmet Dinners
498 University Blvd.
Harrisonburg, VA
(behind Valley Mall)

703»564V2988
FQEE DELIVERY
M-W 7:30 am - 9 pm
Th & F 7:30 am -10 pm
<Set 8 am -10 pm
I Dinner, k3
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it's coming!

I/)Olt TO*«!

Be there!

Make plans now!

It lasts a whole week!

Sunday, Oot. 10 - Sunday, Oct. 17, 1993
Evening Workshops, Brown Bag Lunches, and
Parent's Weekend Sunday Speaker
Sponsored by the Counseling & Student Development Center
Want to learn more about you, your family, and your future?
Plan to attend these self-reflective and informational programs:
Sunday. Oot. 10, 7 - 9 PM
Allegheny Room, Warren Hall

"Life with Mom & Dad: Family
Influences on Who We Are"

Monday - "Fathers & Sons:
Getting to Know Him"

Tuesday - "Adult Children of Divorce:
Caught in The Middle"

"Mothers & Daughters:
The Paradoxical Bond"
Wednesday - "Picking up the
Pieces: Moving On in
Dysfunctional Families"

"Bottled Up: Growing up in
Dysfunctional Families"
"When Families Hurt: Growing
Up with Abuse & Moving On"

"Around the Dinner Table:
Growing Up with Eating Problems"

u

PI

And sake plans with your friends and parents
to come to a talk

PI

Sunday, October 17, 2 PM, Parent's Weekend

u

u

PI

"From Wonder Years to College Years!
New Identities, Hew Roles, Mew Relationships"

PI

Anthony Keitt
Dean of Students and Multicultural Affairs
Randolph-Macon College
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"FAMILY TIES: A WEEK-LONG EXPLORATION OF OTJR
FAMILIES AND OURSELVES!"

PI

PI

PI
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. . . plus these Brown Bao Lunches:
Tuesday - "Women, Wives and Work" - Women's Resource
Center, Logan
Wednesday - "Today's Families in America's Cultures" Honors Series

See Monday's Breeze for full details!

Call §@&4>5§2 ITawr nmwwr® JM©DTinnffilln(D)nn8
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ea/i Adilty,
Having roommate problems. I need a\
place to shack!
Signed,
f
Seeking Friends & Fun

IN BETWEEN
"NICE TO MEET YOU"
AND "I DO"
COMES SOMETHING
TOTALLY
UNPREDICTABLE...

Dear Friend & Fun 5eeker,
Why don't you shack up with three|
close friends at Ashby Crossing?
2'

I
Check Out Our Roommate
Referral Program!
Life at Ashby Crossing will entitle you to:

VIDEO WORM!

Why In The World Go Anywhere Else?
ALADDIN Now Guaranteed Jo Be Here,
Or You Rent Any Other Movie FREE!
HARRISONBURG
Cloverleaf Shopping Center
434-0913
OPEN 7 Days A Week • 10a.m. - 10p.m.

Free 24 hr maintenance
&ue pickup every 15 minutes or short walk to JMU
Covered bus shelter
Full-size washer & dryer
Individual leases
<^V Volleyball & basketball courts, weightroom
^»Ample, well-lighted parking

OPEN!

NOW

w Nestor
Italian
Restaurant
Welcome JMU
Students & Alumni

Signed,

Serving Lunch & Dinner

i

Featuring: Fresh
Homemade Pasta &
Bread

o s s I N G

Fine Dining; Romantic
Atmosphere

1235-F Devon lane
Harrisonburfi, UA 22801
432-1001
Office Hours: 9AM-5PM Mon-Fri i&

243 Neff Ave. (Behind
Valley Mall)

R

564-2900
Banquet Facilities Available - Call
for Reservations
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A housed

Character and stories provide coloi

Throughout Harrisonburg,
many
neighborhoods
are
sprinkled with houses whose
names reflect the exterior or
location of the house, the
character of the people who live
there or even an event that had a
lasting impact.
The Safe House where junior
Mark Rowan lives, got its name
about a decade ago.
"Women knew that they could
go and drink there and party and
pass out and they would be safe,"
Rowan said. 'The guys who lived
there wouldn't mess with them."
For a number of reasons, people
are attracted to living in a house
as opposed to a residence hall or
an apartment complex.
Crackhouse resident senior
Leah Michaels said, "I do think
there are certain people who are
more prone to live in a house,"
Michaels said. The house, located
on the corner of Main and
Cantrell, got its name for the
crack in the sidewalk leading to

the front door.
"First of all, I think they're
often chosen by people who have
a large group of close-knit
friends," Michaels said. "In our
case, mis is our fourth year living
together. It's seven girls and it's
all the exact people we lived with

A Star shines on Mason Street where
a house called the Planetarium sits.

freshman year."
For junior Shawna Densmore,
who lives in The Barn on Old
South High Street, there are a
number of good things about
living in a house.
"Apartments just seem so plain
and sterile and a
house has more
character to it,"
Densmore said.
"You feel like
more
of
the
community. You
feel
more
independent just
because it's your
own space and
property."
Many
houses'
names
have
changed over the
years depending
upon their residents.
The house on
Mason Street now
known as the
Planetarium
During a campus party with a South Pacific theme,
underwent a number
a future resident of this house began the chant,
of name changes.
"Tikiland, Tikiland" according to Jon Bohland.
" used to be a
•;,v.v.
...*-. .»*.",<#ftM9K«:

TKE fraternity house at one
point," Planetarium resident
senior Star Wilbraham said.
Before she moved in, the band
Sexual Milkshake lived in the
house. The house was then known
as Greg Allen's House, after the
lead singer of the band,
Wilbraham said.
This trend followed when Star
moved in. Wilbraham said, "Most
people who got to know the
house, knew it as Star's House."
But because other people lived
in the house besides Wilbraham,
someone decided to give it a
better name.
"One of the members of Sexual
Milkshake, Chris Calahan, put a
bunch of those sticky stars on the
top of the ceiling," Wilbraham
said. "That is the 'planetarium'
room in the Planetarium."
For those living in the Media
Lab, it's not stars they are
watching, it's television.
"I did a theatre show last
semester that used a lot of
television sets and video
projections," senior ____^_
u
Nick McDowell said.
You cai
"We stored most of
the TV sets in my
living room, so we've look at t\
taken to watching and see t
three or four TV sets
at the same time."
is a certc
Along with the
televisions in the of pCOpli
living room, there are
also a number of downtow
computers.
The idea for calling houses. I
the house the Media
Lab came from a people w
book by Stuart Brand more Jfre(
with the same name
>J
describing / oueSS.
Massachusetts
Institute
of
Technology's media
laboratory.
At other houses
Article by Lee Bumgarner & P
Illustration by Gran
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cus
hold name
lorful names for many local houses
such as the Slaughter House on
Main Street, winning and losing
can make all the difference.
Junior Meg Nash said,
"Apparently there was a
volleyball game between ZTA and
ASA a lot of years ago and ZTA
slaughtered them."
Song titles and lyrics have also
inspired people to name their
homes. Sunshine Hughes recently
labeled her house using an idea
from a B-52's song.
"This house has only been
called the Love Shaq for a couple
of months," she said. "It never
really had a name, but when we
moved in, we just started telling
people to come to the Love
Shaq."
The New Orleans House, a
townhouse on Country Club
Court, got its name from the
chorus of a Concrete Blond song's
chorus:
"I got the ways and means,
To New Orleans,
I'm going down by the river
where it's warm and green.
I'm gonna
have a drink,
And walk
can just
around.
I got a lot
t the town
to think about,
oh, yeah."
'e that there
"Myself
my
main breed and
roommates
pie who live Morgan Condo
and Paul Lord
own in
decided that this
much
s. / think it's pretty
sums up the
house," junior
I with a
Nancy
fyee lifestyle Waldman said.
"A lot of
>>
our friends just
s.
like to come
over and hang
Andy Wiley out. It's a really
senior nice, relaxed
place to be."
& Photos by Melissa Campbell
iraham Youngblood

In selecting a name, common
interests can provide a frame of
reference to help students choose,
Seniors Chris Maxwell, Kevin
Rusch and Carrie Cabell, who live
at 289 Campbell Street, decided to

Deep Space 289."
Living in houses, many of1
which are in less-than-perfect
condition, can offer a unique
experience.
Senior Jennifer Brown of
Tikiland on
Campbell
Street said,
"The one
thing I like
about living
in a real
house is that
there is more
individuality
to it. The
houses may
be run down,
-*, 1
but they also
have
character."
7
Senior
Andy Wiley
Sci-fi Star Trek spin-off fan* Chris Maxwell, Kevin Rusch and
who lives at
Carrie Cabell chose to name their house after the Deep
the
Wolfe
Space 289 after the television series.
Street House
name their house because of their said, "You can just look at the
shared interest in science.
town and see that there is a certain
Maxwell said, "Because of the breed of people who live
address and the fact we are all downtown in houses. I think its
either science- or science fiction- people with a more free lifestyle, I
oriented, we named our house guess."

,7: .
«"
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This house on Old South High Street got its name from the bam-like shape of
the house's exterior.

m
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Don't Miss
Our Exit!

PONDEROSA

Backs the Dukes
Tailgate with Ponderosa's
Delicious Breaded Chicken
Wings!
NOWAUUUUUI.
12 pc. $2.49
24 pc.
50 pc.

$4.99
$9.99

Ponderosa Specials:
Enjoy Endless Shrimp with any
entree for only $2.00
OR
All-You-Can-Eat Grand™ Buffet
with Sundae Bar for only $5.79
Receive 10% OFF your entree when you
bring your JMU ID or Ticket Stub from
this weekend's game.

433-7121
E. Market St. (Adjacent to Wal-Mart)

6, 9 & 12 Month Leases Available*
• Full Size Washer & Dryer
1,2 & 3 Bedrooms
Townhouses or Gardens • Remodeled Kitchen
• City Bus Service to JMU
Pool & Tennis Court
• Furnished Apartments
Wall-to-Wall Carpet
• New Lower Rates
Ceiling Fans
• Student Individual Leases
Mini Blinds
• 24-Hour Maintenance
Small Pets Welcome*
• On Site Management

d.cf^^lJS^
\!Z^^J

Mon. - Fri. 10 - 6
Weekend • Appointments
Welcome
• Some restrictions apply
Clubhouse. Devon Lane • Hamsonburg. VA 22801
Directions: Across the highway from JMU Campus. 1-816* 2<5 East on Port
ReouDiic Road to top W hiH. right on Devon Lane.ro Rental Office.

434-2220

P^7 Are you competing
or have you
^competed in a
beau
aseant? Tell
your
us a
experiencqi^pall
Jessica or Alain
Focus at X672
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Style
'Eleemosynary' gives talented performance
by Jason Corner
contributing writer
Conflict and communication weave a
tapestry of hurt and healing for the new
theatre production "Eleemosynary."
"Eleemosynary," meaning charitable, is
a play about womanhood. But more
importantly, it is a play about women — a
cast of three strong-willed, brilliant
women who struggle with being giving
and charitable despite their neuroses. The
play was written by Lee Blessing.

REVIEW
It also effectively recounts the
seemingly endless cycle of family
miscommunication.
Dorothea Westbury, played by junior
Taunya Martin, is the top of the Westbury
family line. She is a woman of highly
developed intellect who has retreated into
mystical nonsense, reporting her

conversations with dead presidents as a
defense. Her daughter Artie, played by
sophomore Caitlin Miller, has spent most
of her life running away from Dorothea,
and from her daughter Echo, played by
junior Jennifer Braddock.
The play opens with Dorothea — who
believes that humans can fly by
concentration — forcing Artie to wear a
pair of wings. The wings, in addition to
serving as a symbol of intellectual success,
are the play's only prop.
In fact, the staging of the play is sparse
to the point of minimalism. The stage
itself is barren except for two long ramps,
and the costuming is extremely casual.
Rather than following a linear,
chronological plot, the characters exist
outside of time, reciting brief monologues
and reliving various incidents to develop
character and relate events. These scenes
are presented in only roughly
chronological order, similar to Kurt
Vonnegut's Slaughterhouse Five.
This is no existentialist romp however.

no "Bald Soprano" by Eugene Ionesco.
Every part of the work is firmly grounded,
and serves a purpose in relating three
generations of frustration and
miscommunication.
Director Tom Arthur uses this format to
achieve some remarkable effects. As each
character comes to the forefront, the others
pass into the background, each returning
to a specific position depending on the
scene.
For instance, when Artie or Echo speak
of events happening after Dorothea's
stroke, they lie down motionless in the
center of the stage. In this way, all the
characters frame the action without
necessarily being a part of it.
When Dorothea is active, however, she
is sublime. Martin is a tall, slender actress
who gives her character a graceful,
vertical quality. She is captivating whether
she is discussing Ovid's Metamorphosis
or astral projection, she expresses the
tragedy of unrealized ambitions, a woman
retreating into eccentricity to avoid

accountability.
By contrast. Miller is beautifully weary
as Artie. Hanging her head low, smoking
an invisible cigarette, she is brittle to the
point of cracking. Her voice consistently
trembles with emotion and her movements
are languid. Even when she assumes a
straight posture, her muscles hang so
relaxed that she seems on the verge of
collapse.
"Eleemosynary" is an articulate
statement of the family collapse. It is also
a complex, spiraling narrative that
demands full attention, and it is an
intelligent commentary on the way wc
communicate — and, more often, the way
we don't communicate.
The cast and crew have approached this
difficult work with talent and imagination,
and they have yielded rich results.
"Eleemosynary" is at 8 p.m. Oct. 5-9.
and 2 p.m. Oct. 10 in Latimer-Shaeffer
Theatre.

CRAK NEWMAN

Artie, played by sophomore Caitlin Miller, taken her first leap wearing the wings of wisdom in Lee Blessing's Eleemosynary.' The play runs through Sunday.

thrifting adds pizazz to the wardrobe and keeps money in the pocket
by Terry Long
contributing wriur

He and his roommate, senior Brie Doetsch pick up art
pieces for their living room.
Debbie Paul, manager of the Mercy House Thrift
like used car lots and second-hand music stores, Store on the comer of Wolfe Street, says it's not only
thrift shops provide the public with a storehouse of the price mat brings students off campus to thrift shops
extraordinary items at a tow cost
but also the styles.
Thrift shops offer fashion gurus a cheap and plentiful
Paul, who has been working at Mercy House since
supply of every type of clothing — especially *70s three months after its opening, says she has seen the
styles. An advocate of thrift shops, sophomore Jeanne most serious of shoppers.
Krajc says, "Why go to department stores when you can
For example, die says a Ralph Lauren skirt valued at
get groovy clothes at cheaper pricesT
$180 the year before was up on the rack for $12.
Kraje, itaferring to herself as "the thrift stonj qyeen,"
Prices on the clothing at Mercy House go through
adds. "Also, they offer polyester, which Ts the future constant variation. After a few weeks on the racks for a
fabric choice of Americans."
certain amount, the price is chopped in half if it doesn't
Eva Mffler. a volunteer at Gift and Thrift on North sell. Eventually, the price drops to 50 cents if the item
Main Street, says regulars come to "buy clothes every doesn't sell
week. I don't know what they do with them."
In her extensive list of clothing that students most
»SH SEELY
Clothes are not all of the items to purchase at
Harrisonburg thrift shops, explains senior Tim Bedford.
THRIFT page 23 There are more than clothes at the Gift & Thrift.
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POWER SHIFT

$8 / Hoar
Friday, Saturday, Sunday
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Mast work all! days

Call Ms. Hurley at 434-2311 Monday - Friday 9-5

^FOUR STAR PIZZA

You can now CHARGE your Pizza!

CALL FOR DETAILS!
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beauty
pageant?
If so, call Jessica or Alane in
Focus at X672!

433-3776

$6?„?

$6?.?

Any Large One
Topping Pizza

Any Large One
Topping Pizza

3-«
43M77*
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$69?

Any Large One
Topping Pizza

.TTTTJ

433-377t

$6.9?

Any Large One
Topping Pizza
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H-0-M-E-C-O-M-I-N-G
Homecoming t-shirti now in stock .

Special Howe —> open until 7:00PM
Oct. 8
end 9:00AM - 5:00PM Saturday Oct
Free Homecoming Commemorative gift to the first
BOO customers on Saturday!!!

Special sale on remaining dorm accessories

43*4771

$91?
Two Big 12"
Subs &Two
FREE16oz
Drinks

43W77«

$915
Two Big 12"
Subs &Two
FREE16oz
Prinks

E^

• crates • fens • lamps • buckets • microwaves •
10% - 30% OFF (prices ss marked)

Visit the Bookstore on Thursday 3:00PM - 5
for the Campus Center Grand Opening —
refreshments served.
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THRIFT.
continued from page 21
often purchase, she is quick to mention
bell-bottom jeans. She says butterflycollar shirts run a close second to bellbottoms. These are the clothing leftovers
of the '70s that students are buying for the
'90s.
Some students go thrift shopping for
clothes while others go to investigate the
different items.
At the Salvation Army on South High
Street, sophomore Travis Baisden and a
few of his friends were buying whatever
caught their eyes.
They ended up getting an ashtray for a
dollar, and they bought a couch that was
sitting in the front window. They managed
to talk the price of the couch down from
$55 to $45.
Baisden says he Tills any extra time in
his day with a trip to the thrift store. Now
and then, he finds an article of clothing,
but he agreed that he most often buys
candles at the Salvation Army.
Cheryl Armentrout, Salvation Army
manager, says both males and females
come with hopes of finding '70s clothing,
since there are not many other shops that
carry the style.
JMU plays and Halloween also bring
students to thrift stores in search of the
ideal costume.
"They're out like the rest of us to save,"
Armentrout says. "I'm in the same
category."
According to Marjoric Gucngerich, a
manager of Gift & Thrift on North Main
Street, many thrifters come when the
seasons change.
At Gift A Thrift, a couple of JMU
students were browsing inside. Freshmen

$$/%/%/%r*\..
art
• 'Sandy Skoglund: 'A Breeze At Work' and Other Works,"
Sept. 28-Oct 24, Sawhill Gallery, Duke Hall.
• Sawhill Gallery looking for submissions from artists for February
exhibit. Deadline for submissions is Nov. 5.

theatre
• "Eleemosynary,"' 8 p.m., Oct. 5-10, Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre,
Duke Hall.
• "Fools," 8 p.m., Oct. 15-16, Oct. 22-24, and 2 p.m., Oct. 17 and
24, Muhlenberg Lutheran Church, Hanisonburg.
JOSH SEELY

Cheap prices on clothes is one of the
reasons students shop at thrift shops.
Mercy House has a 19-cent sale.

Leigh Anne Martin and Sarah Cuff had just
finished purchasing a few items. Martin
got a jean jacket for $3, and Cuff paid
$4.50 for a sweater. She says the price was
"a liule high."
Cuff has been shopping at thrift stores
since eighth grade. "There is more here,
but at Mercy House, it's cheaper," she
said.
Guengerich says both price and fashion
are the reasons why students come out to
the thrift store.
This consumer combination keeps the
customer coming back for more — and
spending less.

Welcome Back

Alumni

music
• James Brown„8 p.m., Oct. 9, JMU Convocation Center.
• Brass Ensemble, 8 p.m., Oct. 10, Wilson Hall Auditorium.
• Tears for Fears and Jellyfish, 730 p.m., Oct. 11, Chrysler Hall, Norfolk.
• Chamber Orchestra, 8 p.m., Anthony-Seeger Auditorium.
• "Stars, Stripes and Sousa," 8 p.m., Oct. 15, JMU Convocation Center.
• Pops Concert, 8:30 p.m., Oct. 16, JMU Convocation Center.
• Madisonians, 1 p.m., Oct. 17, JMU Convocation Center.

misc
"Exploring Gallapagos Today," Dr. Mary Lee Stephenson and Diego
Andrade, 5 p.m., Oct. 8, Rm. 31, Burruss Hall.
Acoustic Poetry Experience, 7:30 p.m., OcL 21, The Little Grill.

Call us at:

433-5151

Restaurant and Pub

2061 Evelyn ByrdAve
(Behind Valley Mall)
Open 11 am-2am

Serving some of the Finest in Soups, Salads, Burgers,
Chicken, Seafood, Mexican, Steaks and

GREAT BABY BACK RIBS
Harrisonburg's Authentic Seafood Raw Bar, Fresh Oysters, Clams, Shrimp Etc.

MONDAY
• Food Specials under $1 During the Game.
FREE Happy Hour Food 5-7
• Put your Q.B. skills to the test. • 1/2 Price 1/2 lb Burgers ALLDay!
You call the plays on Mort Night.

TUESDAY

iv BUITALO WING NIGHT

• FREE Steamship Round of Beef, Homemade Potato Salad, and more!
• National THvia Showdown - Compete against Pubs around the world.
• A Shenandoah Valley Dart League Location
>AHHIW.«Uf

WEDNESDAY
Areas BEST LADIES NIGHT!

Hanisonburg
Honda
433-1467

and Karaoke sing-a-long.
• 100 Shrimp Night from 5 til close

• FREE Pig Roast 5-7

THURSDAY
Come Listen to the Acoustic Sounds of • Jo"» "? ft* the- areas finest Peanut
-. , . „ c*_ _ i
Sniply « Macyi

Room all night long as well as FREE
Mexican Pizza Bar from 5-7.

IRIDAY
TGIF -FREE Taco Bar from 5-7. • Top 40 Dance Night

Tally's Taxi Free Delivery tojour room

Call 433-RIBS
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«& BULL Pfy
World Series Specials
I Free Batting cage
pass with every
paid round of golf
8 Tokens for $5
Register for Door
prizes to be drawn
the last game of
the World Series
Located Behind Valley Mall
1945 Deverle Ave. Harrisonburt

433-2243

Recycle,
Reuse,
Reduce!
""""

HOMECOMING
CELEBRATION!
433-8537

Tonight! ^HI VIRYMIINC.
'sj?M-%'>''

Friday: £$$]£ FRQM OHIO

Saturday:

BS&M

Sunday:
See all your favorite NFL teams
on the Valley's LARGEST
satellite system!

< be used ovec ANC
,c

^'SAR€AlLbAC4||

'fcUpCAU. i-goo^'

J

:■

Fall / Winter Cl
JUNE UP SPECIAL

11

cannandale

$24.99

W^ NOT INCLUDED

SPECIALIZED
EXTENDED HOU

RALEIGH
MltAkl ta.il \UI»J1 SO *» 'f *^a

Mon-M 10-1
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I
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Cyclery &
Fitness
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Sports
Kankkunen's late goal lifts JMU
in double-overtime thriller, 3-2
Fifth-ranked Dukes move season record to 10-0-1, 4-0 in CM

m£

L#

by Mike Wissot
staff writer
\

SHANNON WALTER

Kim Hombeck

Equestrian
jumps over
competition
by Amy Keller
contributing writer
Freshman Kim Hornbeck was
different from the other girls in
Virginia Beach when she was nine
years old.
Rather than play soccer or
softball like some of her friends, she
chose to take up horseback riding.
Eleven years later, Hombeck is
the fourth-ranked equestrian in the
state of Virginia.
"My aunt rode, and I had friends
who also rode," she said. "So they
got me interested, and I've been
riding ever since."
Coached by Chris Wynne, JMU
Class of 1986, Hornbeck only
competes on the weekends due to
her full class schedule.
Wynne, the premiere riding
instructor in the Tidewater area,
presently judges Circuit A horse
shows and runs a business near
Hornbeck's home in Virginia Beach.
Her thoroughbred, Baywatch,
slays at Wynne's stable,
Breckenridge Manor, when she is at
home. While she is at school,
Baywatch stays with Wynne in
Maryland.
Hombeck practiced two to three
hours a day, five days a week,
before leaving for college.
"Riding is all I've ever done
sports-wise, just because the
practicing and traveling to the shows
takes up so much of my time," she
said. "I spend most of my practice
time doing jumps, because when I
go to the shows, that's what I
compete in."
Despite the long hours spent
practicing for competitions, Kim
never reached the point where she
wanted to give up die sport.
"The competitions always kept
me going,'* she said. "I had gone loo
far and worked so hard that it was
pointless for me to quit."
The uniqueness of the sport also
created a bond between Hornbeck
EQUESTRIAN page 27

The fifth-ranked JMU men's soccer
team edged American University 3-2 in
double overtime yesterday, playing its
most intense game of the season in front
of a wild home crowd at X-Lot field.
"I'm real proud of these guys," head
coach Tom Martin said. "American is a
tough team and our guys didn't let up on
them."
JMU lifted its record to 10-0-1, 4-0 in
CAA play, while American dropped to 37,0-3.
Sophomore midfielder Kaarlo
Kankkunen scored die winning goal off a
blocked penally kick, his second tally of
the game, with under seven minutes
remaining in the second overtime.
"I think our team showed a lot of
character today," Kankkunen said. "I'm
very proud of them."
The Eagles struck early in the first half,
as midfielders Aaron Tingle and Ignacio
Tirado combined on a score to break
JMU's six-game shutout streak.
"We got beat on the counterattack right
away," Martin said. "American put in a
nice goal early on."
The Dukes were unable to retaliate in
the first half, taking only six shots.
"I told die guys at halftime that I was
glad that someone finally scored," Martin
said. "We needed to focus more on
winning the game and continuing our
good level of play."
In the second half, the Dukes tied up
the score, as junior forward Chad
Wilkinson kicked a roller past American
goalkeeper Dave Urbach on die right side.
Kankkunen picked up the assist.
"Kaarlo gave me a nice pass,"
Wilkinson said. "The defender misplayed
me, so all I had to was flick it passed the
goalkeeper and it went in."
With 10 minutes remaining in
regulation, JMU snatched a 2-1 lead off a
Kankkunen goal from six yards out.
American fought back in the waning
moments of the second half and collected
a quick goal by forward Jose Aservi.
The battle remained scoreless in the
first overtime, despite a number of
opportunities for the Dukes.
Before second overtime, a stampede of
JMU fans raced from The Hill down to
behind the American goal, taunting
Urbach for the last IS minutes of play.
"I love when we have crowds like this,"
Kankkunen said. "They're like our 12th
player. The people who didn't come
missed a great game. But die ones who
were there, refused to go away. That's
great."
Urbach had plenty to more to deal with,
as an Eagle defender tripped junior
forward Brent Bennett, setting up a JMU
penalty kick.
Kankkunen was selected to take the

MIRE HEFFNER

Kankkunen's goal gave JMU its 9th straight win, three short of the school record.

penalty shot, which was blocked by
Urbach, only to be booted back in by
Kankkunen.
"The goalkeeper made a good save, but
luckily I was able to get the rebound,"
Kankkunen said. "Once you see the ball
in the net, that's the time to relax."
Junior goalkeeper Brian Bailey sealed
the Dukes' victory with a big save in die
closing seconds on a bullet headed for the
left corner of the net.
Kankkunen credited the win to an
overall offensive and defensive effort.
"We're really playing better as a team
than in the beginning of the season,"
Kankkunen said. "That's the only way to
win games. We're happy to win."
JMU security faced a few minor

complications with the rowdy home
crowd. A number of individuals ran onto
die field after Kankkunen's game-winning
goal, slopping the clock and causing some
dissension between both teams.
"I want the fans to know that we really
appreciate their support," Martin said.
"Bui we can't have people running onto
die field. It has to be within reason."
JMU plays a road game against Old
Dominion Saturday, before returning
home with a four-game homestand,
including Virginia Commonwealth
Wednesday.
"ODU is going to play us tough,"
Martin said. "We have to figure out what
we want to do to stop their counterattack.
But we'll be ready for them."
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Halfmoon
Dry Good & Trading
Homecoming Give Away!

^ench Market Qfc
• Full Breakfast Menu
• Lite Lunch : Specialty Sandwiches,
Quiche, all you can eat soup and salad bar
• European Baking at its finest: Croissants,
Breads, and Pastries

New and Wilder Selection of
Politically Incorrect Bumper Stickers!

Open 7 am Monday - Saturday
30 West Water Street (Across from Parking Garage)
Downtown Harrisonburg 434-2253

On Saturday, October 9th

Choose I FREE

A Course In
Econo

Bumper Sticker with a Purchase of $15 or more

Turn Your Vehicle into a
Symbol of Protest!
Open 106 Mon-Thuis.
11-SFrL-Sat

Students can get great haircuts from professional
stylists at everyday low prices. And you never need an
appointment At MasterCuts we trim prices, not quality.

r

.ir

.ir

1

$1.00 Off $5.00 Off 20% Off
Haircut
Perm 'All Haircare
I Regis. Nexxus. Paul Mttche*.
aoiage&VaVoom

With student I.D

With student I.D

No double discounts

No double discounts

No double discounts

J^??tef?L^_

^/lasterCuts

With student I.D

reg. $8.95

J^l!^r5y*5.

MasterGuts
family haircutters

c R^isCwporalioo 1992

VALLEY MALL 564-0777

51 East Elizabeth St
Harrisonburg VA 22801
(Beside Post Office)

434-4691

March
of
Dimes
Needs volunteers to work a
benefit golf tournament at
Massanutten Resort on
Tuesday, Oct. 12 from 8:30
a.m. to 1:30 p.m. For more
information call 434-7789.
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Style points
Bennett adorns prolific scoring talents with a unique flair
by Mike Wissot
staffwriter
The game of soccer relies upon quick
foot speed and outsmarting the opponent
for its fast-paced action.
But for one JMU men's soccer team
member, it also involves having a little bit
of style.
"It's all about flair," junior forward
Brent Bennett says. "Every player's got to
have something special on the field.
For me, I'm a little quicker than
most guys off the dribble, so I
can get away with some good
moves."
Bennett is tearing up the
field this year for the fifthranked 10-0-1 Dukes, having
scored nine goals and four
assists.
He is already sixth on the JMU
career goals list with 24, just 14 short of
the school record, and tied for 19th among
the Division I national scoring leaders this
season.
Bennett, who grew up in Arima,
Trinidad, was recommended to head coach
Tom Martin by Mike Greyson, who
coaches in Trinidad.
"Any coach would love to have
someone like Brent," Martin says. "He's a
very clever, tricky and explosive player.
We were more than happy to find him.
"Brent was always a good player at
home in Trinidad," Martin adds, "but
maybe he didn't get the recognition that he
deserved."
Surrounded by family and friends who
also excel in soccer, Bennett came to the
United States to continue playing at a

collegiate level.
"When I first came here to JMU, I
knew I could do what I wanted to do,"
Bennett says. "But it was such a drastic
change because of the style of the game,
being a lot more physical."
At 5-foot-8 and 130 pounds, Bennett
was forced to adjust to the different style.
"During my first year, they pushed me
around a lot," he says. "So, I had to
change my game."
Working with former JMU superstar
Ivan Sampson, who's also from
Trinidad, Bennett learned how to
adapt to the more physical
game.
"Ivan told me, 'Hey, I
know you're going to be good,
all you need is confidence.'
And now my confidence is at its
maximum level," Bennett says.
"I believe that I can't be
stopped," he adds. "Sure, some guys can
stop me, but I have to have the confidence
that they won't."
Bennett grew up playing against men
nearly twice his age and became
accustomed to a higher level of
competition.
He played on Trinidad and Tobago's
Under-14 National Team in 1985, as well
as the Under-19 National Team in 1990.
Bennett credits his parents for most of
his early successes in soccer.
"A lot of parents would pamper their
kids even if they had bad games," Bennett
says. "My parents were a lot more honest
with me.
If I played a bad game, my dad would
always tell me," he adds. "When I was
young, it made me mad to hear him say

those things. But now I'm glad because
I'm a lot mentally tougher than a lot of
guys that I play against"
While Bennett possesses an arsenal of
tricky moves, he says he never stops
learning new ones.
"When I practice on a move,
I don't use it in a game until I
know that it will work," he says.
"Ivan taught me a move in Trinidad that
took me three years to learn, and I still
can't do it perfect yet."
Bennett says moving to small-town
Harrisonburg was a culture shock for
him. He was accustomed to city life and
didn't find his new home very exciting.
Sampson and fellow teammate and
roommate Brian Bailey helped him get
situated in his new life and a new team.
"Without those two guys, I don't
know where I would be," Bennett says.
"I owe them a lot."
Last year, JMU received its first
ever at-large bid to the NCAA
tournament as Bennett garnered a host
of honors, including JMU's offensive
MVP, All-CAA Second Team and
Conference Player of the Week for
Sept. 20.
The Dukes early-season success
has Bennett eying another trip to the
NCAA tournament.
"If we can win our next three
conference games, we'll put ourselves in a
pretty good position for an at-large bid,"
Bennett says.
"I'm not really focused on my awards
and statistics," he adds. "I love to perform
well, but as long as our team wins, I'm
happy. And if we do win, it will come
from a team effort.**

Series of controversial incidents
led to Michael Jordan's retirement
When is a shock not a shock?
No one who watched Michael Jordan struggle with
his larger-than-life celebrity for the past three years
could be totally surprised at the news he'd decided to
retire at age 30, in the prime of what may have been the
greatest career basketball ever knew.
Magic Johnson even sensed it. Before the Los
Angeles Lakers' game against the Chicago Bulls in
Chicago Stadium in December, 1991, he warned
reporters to get off Jordan's back.
Jordan was that night being honored as Sports
Illustratcd's man of the year and had just won his first
NBA title to go with his two most valuable player
awards. He had also just been profiled as a headstrong,
ego-driven prima donna in a best-selling book, "The
Jordan Rules." He had recently been criticized for
spurning the Bulls' trip to the White House to play golf
with friends in Hilton Head, S.C. It had just been
revealed that a check of his for $57,000 had been found
in the possession of one of his golfing buddies, Slim
Bouler, a convicted money launderer.
Jordan was alleged to have lost more than $100,000
in golf bets. He would claim the check to Bouler was a
loan although when Bouler went to trial months later,
Jordan blithely admitted he had lied.
No one who covered that ceremony in Chicago
Stadium ever forgot it Jordan, at the height of his
powers, fame and earning power, was gloomy and
talked of trying to survive his travail.

Meanwhile, Johnson, who'd just retired because he
was HIV-positive, tried to cheer up Michael.
He knew few boundaries. During a playoff series
against the 76ers in 1990, he spent the night gambling
in Atlantic City with a reporter and ran into Coach Phil
Jackson on the way back into the hotel lobby at 6 a.m.
Jordan has won his three MVP awards, three NBA
Finals MVPs and seven consecutive NBA scoring titles.
But the controversy never ceased.
It might be a tempest in a teapot as in the '93
semifinals, when the New York Times quoted two
sources who said Jordan had been in an Atlantic City
casino until 2:30 a.m. on the day of Game 2 of the NBA
semifinals.
Or it might be the real thing as in the '93 Finals,
when Richard Esquinas, a San Diego sports promoter
and another of Jordan's golfing buddies, claimed that
Michael had lost $ 1.2 million to him in bets.
The mid-summer murder of Jordan's father, James,
was a crushing blow and caught Michael at a vulnerable
time, after a three-year campaign that brought him
greatness and embarrassment almost in equal measure.
It is not difficult to imagine that in a year or two,
when he has finally gotten a real rest and when he
grows to miss the outlet for his passion to compete that
the game provided, he will return.
But no one can know that For the moment he is
leaving and all basketball will miss him.

—L.A. Times/Washington Post news
service

CRAIG NEWMAN

Equestrian

continued from page 25

and her competitors.
"Many of the people I compete against are
friends who I keep in touch with when we're not
competing."
Weekend traveling limits her activities at JMU.
"During the week, I have no way to practice
since my horse is in Maryland," Kim said. 'The
horse shows that I go to compete in are basically in
Maryland and Virginia, but they are nationally
rated."
Kim recently qualified for the Pennsylvania
National Horseshow, which takes place Oct. 14-15.
She said that Virginia is a prime location to live
for equestrians.
"Occasionally I will go to North Carolina to
compete, but since this is such a main area for
riding — there are so many shows in Virginia and
Maryland — that there's really no reason to go
outside of those two states."
Hornbeck placed fourth in Virginia and second in
Maryland in the equitation finals — events where
only the rider is judged and not the horse.
Hornbeck said her horse is ranked fifth in
Virginia.
Hornbeck, a political science major, said she'd
like to pursue a career in politics.
"Business-wise, there is no future for me in
riding," she said. "I plan to compete in the Amateur
Owners Division throughout college, but I'd like to
maybe work for the State Department eventually,
possibly become a congresswoman."
She always did want to be different from
everyone else.
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Grand Opening
Celebration

Save up to 25% on
Famous Name Brands

•, MsstsrCsrd, American Express A Discover

Students and Faculty always
receive a 10% discount
, ,.,^.,,^.;^.....,,..:..^..^..^^.^..;^v

10 to 8 HOH - S#f
ClovwrKraf Shopping Center -

433-8321

DISC JOCKEY
VALLEY MALL, Harrlionburg 432-1797
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Division l-AA football
may lose scholarships

FOOTBALL . . .

by Mike Leedom
contributing writer

Dukes

vs. Dolawana

GAME: Delaware at IMU. 1:30 p.m.,
Bridgefonh Sudium.
DUKES NOTES; IMUcontinues to battle
injuries, as tailbacks Kelvin Jeter and Rhad
Miles are both questionable for Saturday,
and OLMatt Rjcciardi. who replaced Kris
Orendorff, is out with a knee injury . . .
Scherar said he- will consider opening up the
passing game Saturday, perhaps using the
no-huddle offense at tunes in the first halt
The running game is depleted by injury, and
quarterback Mike CawJey's strength lies in
his throwing game.
DATA: Delaware is ranked No. 2 in the
i m Divison I-AA ... The Blue Hen*
first in the Yankee Conference in
rushing c^etise,jayeraging 355 J yards par
game, and rushing defense, allowing just 101
yards per game .. . Schcrer said Delaware
quarterback Dale Pry and fullback Daryl
Brown are legitimate NFL prospects
Delaware average* 48 points and 520.3
yard* per game.
RIP SAYS: -Every week we have
something to prove. I really believe we have
a chance to win (Saturday). I expect u* to
move the ball. I expect us to be a good
football team this year. That's not blind
optimism, I believe we're very close to that.''

Stanrlna*

Cotrf.

Overall

Delaware
BostortU.
Connecticut
rachrnond
NewHamoaNre
WUIiam&Mary
Rhodeteland
Mains
Northeastern
Massachusetts
Jams MadaMn

2 0
^T o
3 0
4 0
2 0
3 2
3 1
AX
2 12 2
11
3 2
1 1
3 2
1 2
2 2
12
13
0 2
2 2
0 2
2 3

vwanova
0 3"
l 3
Top Pnacra
fiAtL Xsb*
1. S. Knight. W&M
2. Date Fry. Data.

34*2
659
31-51
660
3. Todd OurWn. W&M 3347
408
64-106 i 839
4. Mm Stayer, UNH
76-132 1164
5. C. Hrxson, URl

TMfBMfhftri

1. R. Ingoglia, UM
2. D. Brown, Oeia.

3. Uly Scott, UR

4. Zach Burwell. BU
5. A. Smith, UNH

Yds via o/g

1*0
828
536
427
389

TAP Receivers
l.O.GamWa.UNH ; 24 ■ ■
2. O. MeUod, JMU
27
3. B. Apgar, URl
25
4 C.Henderson,BU 14*
18
5. J. Andrade, BU

7.0
6.4
5.1
54
4.8

139.0
132.0
107.2
106.8
97.3

354
437
517
227
242

6.0
5.4
5.0
4.7
4.5

GRANT J6RCHNG

SPORTS
<3) HIGHLIGHTS
Squash Court
— Wednesday: Timex Condition
Competition in Bridgeforth Stadium.
Recruit verbally commits to JMU
James Coleman, a 6-foot-9, 270- — Thursday: World's Largest Aerobics
in Godwin Gym. "Skate for the
pound center from Mercer County Class
Health of It" at Skatetown USA.
Community College in Trenton, N.J., — Friday: Prize winners announced.
has verbally committed to play
basketball for JMU in the 1994-95
season.
UPCOMING SPORTS
Coleman said he plans to sign an Thursday, Oct. 7
official letter of intent on Nov. 10, the •Women's soccer vs. George Washington
first day of the NCAA's fall signing 4 p.m.
period.
•Men's tennis at Tar Heel Invitational
Coleman, who chose JMU over (also Friday, Saturday and Sunday)
Rutgers and Virginia Commonwealth,
averaged 11.3 points, 11.2 rebounds Friday, Oct. 8
and 52 blocks per game last season.
• Field Hockey at Ohio State
•Women's golf at Kentucky Invitational
REC REPORT
(also Saturday and Sunday)
• The coed field hockey team beat UVa •Women's tennis at Virginia Tech
last Saturday in Harrisonburg, winning Invitational (also Saturday and Sunday)
54.
• Women's volleyball vs. Marshall
• The men's lacrosse team lost to VCU 7 p.m.
last Sunday, 7-6. at JMU.
• All recreation facilities will be closed Saturday, Oct. 9
• Men's cross country at Indiana
on Saturday because of Homecoming.
• Oct. 25-29 is Timex Fitness Week. Invitational
Schedule of events:
• Women's cross country at Paul Short
— Monday: Wellness Challenge in Invitational, Bethlehem, Penn.
Godwin Wellness Center.
• Field Hockey vs. Stanford (Columbus,
— Tuesday: Clinic Day: Safety Ohio)
Awareness/Self-Defense Clinic in • Football vs. Delaware
Hillside Fitness Center. Bicycle Tune- 1:30 p.m.
Up and Maintenance Clinic in Godwin • Men's soccer at Old Dominion

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Division I-AA football may see a sharp
reduction in membership if a proposal to
reduce scholarships passes, according to
associate athletic director Brad Babcock.
The NCAA football rules committee
will meet in San Antonio, Texas, in
January to decide on the number of
scholarships JMU and other Division IAA schools will fund.
The proposal will help schools cut costs
in their football programs. JMU football
has lost roughly a million dollars each
year.
Division I-AA currently can fund 63
scholarships, and proposals may reduce
that number to 55 or 45.
Babcock said a reduction in
scholarships in Division I-AA would leave
it on a competitive level with Division II,
which funds 40 scholarships.
"There would be no advantage
whatsoever in funding 45 scholarships,"
Babcock said.
Babcock speculated that if die proposal
to reduce scholarships is adopted, some
schools would consider upgrading to
Division I-A or cutting back to Division
II.
There are currently 115 schools in
Division I-AA. If too many leave the
division, JMU will struggle to find enough
teams to play in a regular season.
"What you're going to have is about 40
or 50 schools left in I-AA," Babcock said.
"That gives you a hell of a time trying to

fill out a schedule.''
JMU plans to vote against the reduction
in grants, because other divisions are not
reducing, athletic director Dean Ehlers
said.
Last year, JMU football considered
moving to Division I-A, but found it did
not have the resources to support it.
If JMU were to become a Division I-A
team there would be greater opportunities
for television and big gate revenues.
"In my opinion, you could generate
more money as a I-A institution if you had
the schedule," Ehlers said.
Having the schedule would be difficult,
should JMU decide to join I-A. Most of
JMU's games would be away, since JMU
would have no conference affiliation and
Harrisonburg's small media outlet has
little to offer as an independent.
The alternative is to cut back to
Division II, which would reduce JMU's
scholarship expenses. But with fewer
scholarships, JMU could not compete with
Division I-A schools which offer 85
scholarships.
Ehlers doesn't approve of dropping to
Division II.
"I think our alums want us to play
Richmond and William & Mary, and
Virginia and Virginia Tech as opposed to
dropping back,'' he said.
Babcock also opposed cutting back to a
less competitive division.
"I can't see James Madison doing that,"
Babcock said. "We aspire to be the best in
academics, and I would assume in
athletics too."

Football program at GMU
gets its start at club level
Head coach aims for varsity status in five years
by Craig Landis
contributing writer
George Mason University kicked off its
first season of football this year with
hopes of growth for the future.
Even as a club sport, GMU Director of
Recreational Sports Jim Murphy said the
game is bringing out students.
"I think both the participants and the
student body were excited to see football
here," Murphy said.
And although Murphy believes the
Patriots will stay at club level for a while,
head coach Joe Pascal thinks the team
could join die Division I ranks within five
years.
Pascal said large student interest and a
supportive Board of Visitors makes it
possible to turn the club team into a
varsity program.
The team currently has close to 60
members. Some members of the club do
not play but contribute off the field by
keeping statistics and managing the team.
Dues for members are $50.
The greatest challenge for the team is
funding, according to Murphy, who said
that the team is responsible for 95 percent
of its budget
The team has a staff of nine coaches.

including former NFL player Leon Evans,
three former high school head coaches and
five others who have coached at the
collegiate level.
Pascal is in his 22nd year of coaching
college football, with 12 of those as head
coach at Catholic University. He was also
an assistant coach at Georgetown
University.
The GMU football club plays a sixgame schedule this year consisting of
Division III teams such as Wesley and
Salisbury State.
The schedule also includes the UNC
club team, the Navy JV team and Potomac
Slate, a junior college.
Coming off a recent victory over
Salisbury State, Pascal sees great diversity
in his player's abilities.
"There is certainly a dichotomy
between the best players and the ones
without experience," Pascal said. The
level of play ranges from high school allstars to some with little or no experience.
Though no players are cut from the
club, some of the players cut themselves
after seeing the intensity level of die club,
Pascal said.
'The only difference between us and a
Division III program is that we're called a
club team," Pascal said.
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Call Your PAPA!

433-PAPA
433-7272

Large
One Item
96
+ tax
Additional toppings only 930

_ Expires_in_3_0 Days_

2 Large
One Item
Pizzas
98

ii

+ tax

Additional toppings only 930

Exj)ires_in_3Q Days

11AM to 3PM ONLY

Large
One Item
99
-f-tax
Additional toppings only 930

.Expires in 30_Days_
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TOishington

^hingtom

TOtshington

Miami

Miami

San Diego
Denver
N.Y.Jets

Pittsbugh
Green Bay
N.Y. Jets

Miami
Pittsburgh
Denver
LA. Raiders

It seems Alison is still suffering from jet lag after her trip to Massachusetts,
or at least that is her only excuse for dropping from a sterling 8-3 showing
last week to a stumbling 5-6 this week. If she keeps giving predicting
performances like that she may be forced to don a funky pair of shades,
Guru style. Speaking of the Guru, the concerned members of the panel only
hope that he doesn't let the fact that someone actually did worse than him
go to his head. If he should get a case of enlarged cranium disorder perhaps
his new tomahawk can be used to prune off a few pounds. The Guru
picked the Giants to win, dooming them to lose, and is sporting his new

A Special Treat
To Give or Receive
... A Massage!

N.Y. Giants
Cleveland
Pittsburgh
Denver
LA. Raiders

N.Y. Giants
Miami
Pittsburgh
Denver
N.Y.Jets

chapeau as promised. That Jersey fella, Steve, is still setting the pace with a
solid 7-4 performance. It must be something in the water up there that fosters
some superhuman predicting gene.That brings us to Kevin, who should be
referred to as Duncan for all the Yo-Yoing he's been doing lately with his
picks. If he goes up and down any more Alison will have to give him an airsick bag This week the panel welcomes one of the campus' finest,
constuction worker Steve Spitzer as guest predictor.. He escaped the asbestos
fumes at Carrier Library long enough to try and make a run at Ken Isner's 6-5
record from last week. Good luck and happy building
'

TAVERN

20 minute bead, neck and shoulder $10

30 minute full body

$20

1 hourfullbody

$30

Break chronic tension patterns with a
muscle-soothing massage. It's the perfect gift
to give yourself or a friend or loved one!*
Our massages are given by certified massage
therapists. For more information, or to schedule a
massage, call:
RMH Women's Health Focus
738 South Main Street, Harrisonburg
433-4641 or 1-800-277-1021
Valley Wellness Center
411 Stone Spring Road, Harrisonburg
434-6224
•Specially packaged gift certificates are available!
ROCKINGHAM MEMORIAL HOSPITAL

Welcome Back
Alumni!
Come enjoy your favorite
appetizers, sandwiches,
and dinners with friends
and family at the place
you want to be.
THE BOSTON BEANERY
1625 E. Market Street
Harrisonburg
^/iK
433-1870
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Humor
THE FAR SfDE/Gary Larson

CALVIN & HOBBES/BillWcuterson
I DONT NEED TO STOW.'
I DONT NEED TO LEARN.'

I CAN MWANS GET BT
ON MX GOOD LOOKS AND
-^ CHARM.'

1 waaw^Oi ay u——» *—■ lynakS"

r

JS3

MISS VIORMWOOD. I'M NOT SCANS
TO LEARN TUIS MATERIAL UNLESS
NOU MAKE \T ENTHRALLING.

I DONT A
UEARttU
C0NO)«R\H6,
HAIR.BALL
BREATH

TELL HE, \S
\T STATIC
ELECTRVCtfl
THAT MAKES
YOUR HAIR
DO THAT?

&k WJ

I SEE. ^N0 WHAT VOL YOU
DO IF THE REST OF YOUR LIFE
DOESN'T ENTERTMN
YOUF-YERY MINUTE?

WHAT, ...YOU THINK. ILL
LWE SOMEPLACE THAT
DOFSNT GET CABLE ?.'

"OK, Professor Big Mouth, we've all chlppM
Han's tha hundred bucks, but remember you gotta kiss her on the llptV

/^ttMt5rf.M$of
/■Mi5 rron*m.l<t"* m1
medicate*,'..- HomcM
V he tells "^

/faihe*Jreuli*i-m

fcfty Mi 4<H*illy a vfflfril
ofuist and rf ucs riis
■the W"

VERISIMILITUDE/^^ Coulson

Classic conversation stoppers

"Listen, Noreen—you wanna be the
photographer next time, be my guest."
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM/Mike Peters

OIH ZOMBIS SITCOMS

^

MR.DUMPTT",

\T LOOKS UKB

6UfW7WIN6

CHECKS OUT...

WUJU$TN#D
TOKEBPHiUZ ,
CHOUt&ZOL UP/
SILLY JILLIE/ 4my 0.

1

w t>wrtx> uea (M/mmzsr, avrixwrAjawion situ Htirt aa& "*>*£ a>"i#6-"

"rn matte covsx so M

JOUNCR OOMTOU OHM

TbDnv."
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Recyrfi

act

Making neufcapers from virgin fibers uses
twice as ri m energy as recjjled paper.

Bar-B-Que Ranch
Good Food:. Quick Senic*

Pork BBQ-Our Specialty!!
»lb By* ituki, Ckiokaa, BBO,
miba, Salad, Oola Slaw, Olaau
And Many Other Good Foods To Choose

Dining Room
Cuib Service
Take-out Service

Approximately 10 minutes
North on Hwy 11 from JMU Campus

Recycle
Me,
Please.

J

RESERVE

The Breeze is (Mnibuting to the recyAg effort by
recycling all 1^office panAajJPell as used '
newspapers. RecycH|fs theoJ lywe can all give
something back. Consult your^cruyellow pages for the
nearest recycling agency.

OFFICERS' TRAINING

CORPS

KAPLAN IS
BACK AT JMU

LSAT
GRE
The most complete
arsenal of test prep tools
in the world.
LSAT classes begin 10/20
GRE classes begin 10/27

BELIEVE IT OR NOT, THIS GUY
IS IN CLASS.
Excitement and adventure is the course description, and Army ROTC is the name. Irs the one college elective that builds your self-confidence,
develops your leadership potential and helps you
take on the challenges of command.
Theres no obligation until your junior year, and that
means theres no reason not to try it out right now

For more information call

1-800-KAP-TEST
ALL JMU students
take 10% OFF
the full tuition!

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE TOUCAN TAKE.

KAPLAN

The answer to the test question.

Find out more. Contact:
Captain Doug Keames at 568-6094.

♦Classes are sponsored by the
Center for Professional Development

_

SSI
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Classifieds
YWsPt»C»

FOR RENT
•••king
tomato
iiimnim
Conawtable tabby Croseing 1270J. Cal
SyKta. 564-1440.
t13*7me! OMe Hill - E.c.M.nl
raommaloal Available nowl Rob. 4338006.
Want te live eff-campu* Spring
ssrmeurT Need one iw-enwaJng fcVF
to share clean, large townhous*. Rant
negotiable. Cal Natalie. 433-7839.

hiring delivery personnel
A waltstaff.
Com* In & pick up
an application.
434-3003

FOR SALE

Campu* rapraaanlallva needed by
sportswear company lo *ak lo Iratornna*
6 (ororitto*. Avaraga 850 to $100
working ona night par waak. Call
(800)242-8104.

16 speed l»eug**t HybrM bicycle ■
Guo.Toood4ioo.l70. «3u28

LOST & FOUND

HELP WANTED

Rlnge lauadJ In Burruaa - Contact
Ginger. rt171 or Sheldon 120.

Earn 82S08 A baa Spring Bra* tripal
Sal or*/ eight trip. A you go haal Baal
trip* a prieeal Bahama*. Caneun,
Jamaloa. Panama Ctyl Qraal raauma
«part«noal (800)676-6396
Group, a Cluba - Raise up lo 8500$1500 In tota than on* week. Phi* inn a
kip to MTV SpringBreak 'W * get a tree
T-shirt |u.t lor calling. (800)950-1039.
an. 85.
Ora*ka» Cluba-R»*a up to 11.000 in
iuat ona waakl For your Iratarnity,
•orority A dub. Plua 81 MO lor youreeHI
And a Iraa T-*hirt just lor calling.
(800)932-0528, oxt 75
Spring Braak '94 - SaM trip*, awn cash
6 goTrsal Studant Travel Servloee i*
now hiring oampu* rap*. Call (800)648Free trlpa A monayl Individual* A
studant organization* wanted lo promo**
tha hottest Spring 8r*ak destination*.
oal tha nation's leader. Inter-Campus
Programs. (800)327-6013
H87.80 -8—59 hbartoua coaaga Tahkts. profit 8287.50. 22 daaigna. A riaktraa program. Call now for free catalog.
(800)304-3309.
P-T |ob - Evenings. Sunday-Thursday.
$100-$300/we*k. Cal 6-9pm. 564-0095.
Spring Braak '941 Breakaway Tours Inc.
now hiring campus raps to promote
Spring Break vacations. Earn free trip*
DM Ngheet commission*. Destinations
include Caneun, Bahamas, Jamaica.
South Padre Island. Panama City.
Oaytona A Kay Wast. Call (800)2148667. Let1* go JMUI

SERVICES
Typtet - Feet, accurate, raaaanabla;
computer/typewriter. r**ums* A rush
job*. 43*4947
Typing In my ham*. Call 432-1*75.
Fan claim leisajne - Riding laaaana.
Oak Manor Farm*. Can 2344101.

NOTICE

For mora information and
aaaiatanca regarding tha
businaM opportunHtoa A work
at homa opport unit lee. contact
tha Better Bueineee Bureau
Inc., at (»00) 533-6501.

Umtorclaaa plcluraa will ba takan
September 27-Oolobar 14 in Taylor 307
Bring a (6 lining la*. DorfT ma* ouM
Tabla Tannla - Singla*. Doubla* A
Miiad. Entriaa do** 10/12. Sign-up in
Intramurdi Offic*. Warran 300.
Vaarbaak photo* - Ba a part ol
Bkaatona. Saptontar 27-Octobar 14 in
Taylor 307. Plsass bring a (6 silting laa.
Na
appalntmanl
nacaaaaryl
Underdo** picture* wil ba takan 9am6pm in Taylor 311 now through Ootobar
14, amapt Thursday, Octobar 7. Bring a
SS sitting loo.
Undardaaa picture* will not b* takan
Thursday. Oct. 7 dua to tha Taylor Had
Grand Opening. Coma gat your pictura
takan in Taylor 311 through Oct. 14 Irom
9am lo 5pm.

To tha Brothers of KA4*:
Good Luck
Tomorrow Night!!!
W* love you,
Chipper, Bootney,
ReNlta & Wendlta
Natlanal OJ Cennactlon - *1 for all
music snssrt«inin»nt nssd*. 433-0380
An all naw Homacamlngl Join our
alumni for a "Calabrata Ma Home"
Homacoming as tha Oukas taka on
Dalawara at 1:30pm. Homacoming is
bigg* A battor this yaar. Coma join in

Football Rats' Officials
Training Clinic

WANTED

Get excellent training while you

Wanted - 4 young entreprenaura with
a Id d energy. Must Kk* music 6 the
spotlight. Call Anthony at 433-5429
(evenings). Only serious calls please.

earn money. Employment
registration 10/12 & 10/13 in
Godwin 213. Call 568-3940 for
more information.

Wanted - For Han's Beeketbeli aim
paopb) who enjoy baahetbal to ba team
managers. Contact David at i6462
during In* day or 432-1665 after 6pm.

JMU Rollerakato Night - Tonight at
Skatotown USA. Admissions Ira* with
JMU ID. Skat* rentals*!.

PERSONALS
Improve your reeume - Add Army
ROTC to your list d accomplishments.
We provide the leadership training top
companie* took tor. Cal Army ROTC,
Captain Doug Kearnea at 5686264.

O0K Leadership Honor Society
appaodione are in Alumna* Hall Room
106. Pick ona up today A return by
October 151
Triathlon Club organiiatcnai meeting Thursday, Oct 7. 6pm. Godwin Room
206. Ba therel For questions, call Jason
CorsMat 434-4184.

HOMECOMING

T-shirts

$8.99
Now in stock
JMU Bookstore

£

Organizational Maying

I PLAYERS I

Tonight! Thursday, Oct. 7th

Homacoming Weekend

Triathlon Club
6pm Godwin 206

BE THERE!

THURSDAY

Queatlona?

LADIES NIGHT
TOP 40-DANCE
18 & OVER
10 pm -2:30 am

Jaaon Corsint, 434-4184

Chrtetme Laity, Jan Chevena A Ann
Hart - Good luck on GRE'sl Wo lova
youf Lova. J2X.

FRIDAY
Biz Markle
Live In Person
18 & OVER
10 pm-3 am

Karon Boaaarman - I luv my Ul Slal
Tonight you will find out who I ami
Panhellenic welcomea back all tha
alumni! Have a great A safe
I Im nacomfng.

Volleyball Tournsmanl - Octobar 16.
$300 first priia. Call Mk*. 432-1938.

Ancharapleah Ktckoffl 5pm Tonight.
Ouke A100. Coma mad tha coaches r

IAE - Wall watch hero** with you at
Fsafldd anybmal Lova A thanks, rfx

Can you swim? Can you bik*7 Can
Eou run? Than eome lo tha Triathlon
tub meeting Thursday, Oct. 7, Qodwin
205. Otficart atoctad. Finding training
iimas. Dales to racel Ba there.

Lara Evan* - Vaur Big Ski is watching.
Tonight is tha nightl I kwa you 77

Woman's Softball Club
wil ba having a meeting for al of
those interested on,
Thursday, Oct 7
at 7pm in Godwin 205
(Purple A Gold Room)
All those interested in playing
pleas* attend.
T*tro-l want the key teyeur cloeet.
KZ - Thanka for showing us your
heaven. Lova, TJX
AT Pledge* - An Choi mat* Find is rant
Nk. Who will it be? Get psyched to be
" II
Cuddly Kadlak - Hook-ups are
amazing. Thank you for tha most
incredble twelve month* d my lit*. All
my kwa. Cuddly Bunny.
It you tad comfortable talking
about an experience ot aaxual
assault S would ba Interested
In forming a student-run
support group, please contact
Kathryn, 433-3921 or write to
P.O. Box 5164. Everything is
confidential!

Do* Go* Pledgee are tha beet! Keep
srrdinglWeloveyoul
Haalhar Schollhammar - Your ZTA Big
Si*(*r lova* you vary muchl

Java Hut Coffea House
8pm Friday, Oct 8
at
Wesley Foundation
690 S. Mason St.
It's Open Mike Nite
Spring Braakl 7 night* from 5129
include* A/C. hotel, transfers, parties A
moral Nassau. Paradise Island, Caneun.
Jamaica. San Juan. Cal J»l. 433-5851 or
Ekubeth. 432-5556 or (BOOKJET-SUN 1.

SATURDAY
Metro-Washington
Alumni Party
21 A OVER
8 pm -1 am
Alter Party
w/DJ Waiter Jackson
18 & OVER
1 am - 4 am
AXO welcome* all alumnae back to
JMUI ITs great to have you homel
Alison Ruh - Your* the I
VokXl Love. YBS.

"Almost Anything Go** IV" - Entries
close 10/13. Team Captain's sign-up
meeting 10/13 at 530pm in Godwin 338.

Delia Gamma walcomaa home our
alumnaal We miss you all

AJOF
Alumni
Welcome back!
This weekend
is for you!
Tha Brothers

AXn Pledgee - We canl wait for you to
meet our alumal Lova, the Sisters ot
AXO.
Cindi - Congratulation* on your ETI
recognition. Love, your AT Sister*.
Thank* Slick, Edd», Momma A T-glrtI was a great surprise. Lova, Fkz.
AEP would Ilka to congratulate our 16
new initiates I

lEJIBaby

Attention! All Gr**k Happy Hour Thursday. Oct. 7 at EN from £8pm. Let's
start Homacoming off rightl

Cheap. Clever. Classy.

Classifieds.

Deadline for Monday's paper is Friday at noon.
HOMECOMING-SAT. Be There!

NEW "DEEP-DISH PAN" CRUST!
i FLEX

•ACCEPTED:
: HERE
433-2300 .
433-3111
JMU Campus / S.Main St
Port Rd./Market St.
eeeeeeJeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee

6." LARGE!

15" LARGE ONE TOPPING
No Coupon Necessary!

PAN, Original
or "Crispy-Thin"

a-

^mm

■i

i"i""
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nvite Mr.Gatti's to your P;

x******H
433-<

Buffet

*********

wv

Cloverleaf Shopping Centei

llam- 2am $3»99
5:50pm - 8:30pm $4.59

llam-lam Sun-Thurs
llam -2am Fii-Sat

Original Crust or Pan Perfect

Original Crust or Pan Perfect

^3 + tax
Medium 1 topping

^3+tax

z**+*+*+z

53

4^3+tax
Medium 1 top
and 2

No coupon necessary

Medium 2 or 3 topping
+*****'**%.

$6 45
-i- tax

Original Crust or Pan Perfect

$6?1

Largeltopping
+»*+*-H^

$7 ?2

Original Crust or Pan Perfect

$7 ?3
Large 2 or 3 topping
fr+**+*+Z

$8?,?

Medium 2 or 3 topping
and 2 drinks

Large 1 topping
and 4 Drinks

Large 2 or 3 topping
and 4 drinks

No coupon necessary

No couoon necessary

No coupon nereesary

